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ABSTRACT

his thesis specifies the Secure Sockets Layer protocol, a security protocol that provides
ommunications privacy over the Intemet. The protocol allows Client/Serverapplications
communicate in a way that is designed to prevent eavesdtopping, tampering, or
essage forgery.
o fully appreciate how web services will drive a security growth, a new development
latforms such as Scalability and Control of Security Capabilities, Authentication and
uthorization, Confidentiality, integrity and Security Mechanisms for Web Services
ould be developed.
this thesis the author has developed .a
A keys and P.nf".rırnt
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INTRODUCTION
Intemet

is an open system. The identity of people, companies

and computers

communicating on the Internet is not easy to determine and validate. Furthermore, the
very communication patlı is inherently 'insecure all communications are potentially Open
for an eavesdropper to read and modify as they pass between the communicating
endpoints.

Many business executives see Web services fueling the next major wave of e-business
growth and process efficiencies. IT groups expect Web services to significantly reduce
application integration costs, and technology providers envision robust demand fora new
generation ofWeb services-enabled offerings. With interest and motivation at such a high
level, standards ate evolvitıg

vendor offerirıgs<are côrtıihg to market, and early

about security are a major barrier to adoption.
After all, many enterprises have not fully mastered security measu:res in their existing e
business environment. Now, Web services t~chnology makes it even easier to expose
critical <lata and business processes to the outside world, potentially increasing security

to address

security

requirements in the new world of Web services are doing much work. Rather than re
inventing the wheel, these efforts leverage the ubiquitous Web infrastructure and proven
security technologies already deployed in e-business, such as authentication systems,
Web access management and public key infrastrueture (PKI). In fact, while Web services
ereate a new set of security challenges, they alsô pfövide a new paradigı:h!fôrdelivering
pervasive security services in a consistent and cost-effective manner across the enterprise.
my thesis I have described İnternet security and I discussed

iııe problems

that we have

Authentication and Authorization between clients and servers, before couple of
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years we used to have such problen1s in Confidentiality,

integrity and Security

Mechanisms for Web Services.

There is strong momentum to bring Web services technology into
network computing.

Thus rnany companies

maınstream of
and

tried to support

Authorization by some thing called Cryptographic Algorithms and

This thesis discusses the solution ofthe

nô+-<-.,,,.,.1.r

problem by using a u;ı..;ıuuı..ı

Security" (SSL/TLS), with
known as the "Secure Sockets Layers
development platforms such as, Scalability, and Control of Security Capabilities,
Authentication and Authorization, Confıdentiality, integrity and Security Mechanisms for

hapter 1 is an introduction to the basic prirıciples of network
related issues are described here in detail.

.,ı;;;...,urnv

security technique in
are described here .

. . . mı.ım:a

3 is about the Rivest, Adi Shanir, and Leonard (RSA) data encryption technique

is again widely used in network security systems.

pter 4 discusses the development ofa
s and encryptand decrypt text or numbers.
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CHAPTER ONE
WEB SERVICES SECURITY

1.1. Overview
To fully appreciate how Web services will drive security growth,
understand the fundarnental rnechanisrns of Web services technology.
Research has put it, "Web services aren't a revolution rather, they're just as
do distributed cornputing." Yet, therein lies their power by drarnatically sirnplifying the
way systerns cornrnunicate, Web services make it far easier to exchange information and
thus conduct business across the Intemet.

An IBM tutorial defines Web services as "self-contained,

self-describing

modular

applications that can be published, located and invoked across the Web. Web servıces
perform functions, which can

· What all this rneans, in practical terrns, is that Web services can announce thernselves
.across the Internet and expose their functionality to other applications ("I'm the Village
Bank Online Loan Application Service"). In turn, they can search for and invoke other
Web services, ("I want to check an applicant's credit rating with any one of my three
exchanging requests
receiving responses ("A-

1.2 E-Business Today
During the last several years, enterprises have rnade great progress in using the Web to
achieve their strategic airns Strearnlining processes, driving down costs, and delivering
mnovative offerings to the riıarketplace. Despite this evident success; the most visionary
pects of e-business rernain elusive. (Rernember how industry exchanges were going to
evolutionize the way trading partners do business with one another?)
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The barriers to e-business growth could be summed up in two words: integration and
security. [Ref 5]

• In moving their business processes to the Web, enterprises have Iearned.a hard lesson.
With current technologies, the task of integrating disparate resources whl;)therto achieve
efficiencies or create new services is more difficult. and .costly than wascôriginally
anticipated. As a result, the vast majority .. of e.. . bıısiness · interactions are stiffrfairly
straightforward, involving individual users-interactiag with.discrete applications, viaWeb

,da.ta exöhange is essential, for example, in

browsers. Where application-to-applicatien'

EDI or supply chain environments thosescapabilities can only be created through custom
integration efforts, which cannot be easily leveraged for multiple purposes and therefore
are more di:fficult to cost-justify.

• Persistent and well-founded concems about security continue to undermine trust in e
business, among consumers and enterprises alike. Agairt, due to tlıe limits of current
it is nearly impossible for an organization to consistently implement best
security practices and enforce security policies across the extended enterprise. The result:
security vulnerabilities that are readily exploited by intruders and insiders, further eroding
trust in e-business.
Given these factors, business and IT executives have come to realize that it may be years
before enterprises achieve the most ambitions of e-business: routinely conducting
complex transactions in a secure and trusted environment, with dramatically streamlined
business processes and the bare minimum of human intervention.
They alsa realize that Web services artd Web services security will play a key role in
transforming this vision into reality.

1.3 Web Services Capabilities
ike existing Web capabilities, consumer-orientedWeb

cAnr,l"'A"

in the loan application example given previously. However, overtirtıe,the bulk ofWeb
<:ı:>rırır.Pc:

tra:ffic will be generated by enterprises and will consist of pure machine-to-

4

machine

interactions

that carry out roııtine business

processes

with no human

intervention.

Take, for example, a Web services-enabled

manufacturing

envirônment, where the

production management system has increased the quota on an automated.prôduction line.
This action triggers a query to the inventory managementssystem to determfrn:l whether

inventory levels are suffıcient for the planned productiön run. Based on th.e 111,pµts
provided by the requesting application, theinventôfy/m.anagement

system calculatesfhe

types and quantities of materials thatu.rıeedto be reordered and notifıes the production
management system accordingly. In tum, the system initiates one or more purchase
requests to the appropriate suppliers'

order entry systems all without any humarı

involvement.

1.4 The Web Services Value Proposition

heterogeneous resources,
both within enterprises and between trading partners. In tum, by reducing integration
costs, enterprises can undertake a wider range of integration efforts, including initiatives
that could not previously be cost-justified.

AWeb

&o-rAa~tA

mtrırm!'lt1C\n and services from
routine tasks more

multiple

systems in order to calculate a

efficiently, for exanıpıe, avvt:::föıug
business unit' s profıt and

Because Web services are self-contained and-modular, they can be reusedfor mültiple
purposes. For.example, an enterprise's shipping'staüıs service can be invokedbythe sales
order system.and the customer care system.

5

Support for Federated Identity Management:
Web services play a key role in solutions for federated identity management. A federated
approach to identity rnanageınent enables enterprises to enhance the user experience by
providing sing-le sign-on (SSO) and seamless navigation across multiple domains. The
business · benefits of Web services are well understood. These includerfaster time-to
market for new applications and services, reduced business process costs and reduced
partnering costs. Gartner Research predicts that the delivery of software thrôtığha
subscription-based hosting model.will eveıittıally eliminate the need for most softwaretö
be licensed and sold in physical packaging.

In turn, this will greatly reduce IT costs related to software distribution and maintenance.
In addition to these gains, enterprises will implement new business ı;nodels and
innovative

offerings that attract new customers,

enhance revenue .· and · provide a

competitive advantage.

1.5Web
There is a strong

to' bring Web services into the mainstream

ıııuıııı;;ıımuı

of network computing. There are many proposals that have been put forth and are in
Various stages of review by two key standards bodies: the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) and the Organization for the Advancement ofStructured Information Standards
(OASIS).

outpouring has been so ğteatthatW3C is looking at mechanisms for determining which
of these proposals are tmly foundational and which are more suitably developed by
communities of interest. Web services have also .inspired a high level of cooperation
among technology vendors. For example, Microsoft and IBM have developed a proposal
fora Global XML Web Services Architecture(GXA).
Support for Web services is further reflected in vendors' product strategies. Virtually all
major hardware and software vendors have comrnitted to introducing Web services
Technology into their offerings.
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While enterprises are carefully weighing all their technology investments, the pace of
Web services irnplernentations is beginning to gain speed. As Forrester Research notes,
"early adopters", such as Ford are using Web services today to solve problerns that
traditional EAI and B2Bi products carı't tackle cost-effectively: Iower-volume integration
between departrnental apps and autornated exchanges with srnall suppliers.

1.6 Familiar Challenges with Some New 'Iwists
Despite the rapid progress being made indeveloping

Web services technology, security

remains a pressing concem. Security is the number one Inhibitor of Web services
adoption. Perhaps, this should come as no surprise, given that many enterprises have only
rnade modest progress in securing their existing e-business environments.

In many respects, the security challenges posed by Web services are similar to those
presented by the first generation of Web technology. At the highest level, the objective is
the same: to create a convenient and trusted e-business environment, where enterprises
and individuals can conduct communications, transactions and other business processes.

The underlying challenges are also the same:
• How do you scale security to protect a widening set of resources againstrinereasing
points of vulnerabiiity,

• How 'do you

other end of a network

11mııugc

connection.

user access to sensitive resources.

• How do you exert

In addressing these familiar challenges of distributed compufing, there are major new
twists, related to the ever-increasing scale and complexity of e-business.

7

1.7 Scalability and Control of Seeurity Capabifüies

Today, mostlarge enterprises support dozens of major applications, each with its own
unique security implementation. The familiar result: multiple schemes for authenticating
users and managing access to Web applications. Inefficient and costly, these?islands of
security"

Also increase risk by forcing organizations.to.apply·security policies in a patchwork
manner, In the future, as Web services gain wide acceptance adding hundreds or even

thousands more discrete services to the enterpriss IT environment this already unwieldy
approach will be unsustainable.

In addition, the distributed nature of Web services makes it more difficult than ever to
enforce security policies. Asresearch points out, "WithCORBAand DCE, IT
Bosses could
developers

But with [new tools] novices are easily building and deploying Web services interfacesto
critical data and unknowingly exposing their fırms to security risks. Though it won't
happen tomorrow, Web services will eventually make it possible to address these
challenges by creating a unified securityinfrastructure·that fiınctions muchlike a utility,
delivering securityservices.•tô be công'l1111ed,byothef\Meb>services
across the· enterprise
and between trading partfiefs. .As

a :tesu.ıt; 1#·6ve11(dtpabifities··such as authentication,

authorization and encıyptioıı.services willbe applied in new ways to protect a much
wider set of resources than is possible today.
1.7.1 Authentication

and Authorization

In this domain, there are severaIchallenges that11eedto.be addressed.
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• In today's enterprise environments, the existence of multiple authentication schemes
which

typically

result

in multiple .identities

for one

individual

create

major

interoperability problems while also thwarting efforts to centrally .manage user identities.

• Current authentication and authorization solutions focus largely onhuınan,..machine
interactions. The growth of machine-to-machine interactions .requires mechaııishıs ·for
Web services to establish trust with each other, yvith support for multiple ıııethods,
including

public

key,

SAML

and

perhaps

Kerberos-based

authentication

.arıd

authorization. [Ref l J

• The demand for federated identity and single sign-on (SSO) solutions creates an
additional setof.challenges.

1.7.2 Confidentiality and Integrity
Current

well-developed

private networks. In
addition to safeguarding .cônfidetı.tıa.lity through encryption, these solutions enable
recipients to authenticate the sender, via digital signatures, and verify text integrity to
ensure a document has not been tampered with. [Ref 1]

Because Web services can easily aggregate information from multiple sources, they
present more complex security challenges. For example, a transaction may require that
digital signatures

and encryption

to be applied by multiple parties to different

informational components within a service and at different points within a multi-tier
system.

1.8 Securjty Mechanisms for Web Services
With the first generation of e-business technologies, many enterprises made the decision
to "implementnow and secure Iater." Wiser now, enterprises realize that addressing
fundamental security challenges is one of the prerequisites for the long-term success of
Web services and e-business.

9

For this reason,. they are urging vendors to accelerate the development of security
standards into-the Web services framework and vendors are responding. As of mid-year
2002, approximately 30 key standards relating to security and reliabilitywere

in various

stages of development, review and approval. In addition, major vendors have pledged
support for open security standards and promised.to build security into theirmainstream
products. Some ofthese core security standards are.summarized below,

1.9 Reduce Risk by Providing Network Security
Enterprises that are considering a Web services implementation need to make security an
integral part of their planning efforts. üne way to reduce the risk and complexity of
deploying this new technology is to start with an application that can be easily secured
using existing capabilities.

For example, point-to-point, interactions between

two

companies can be authenticatedand protected using VPNıorSSI.:Jsessions.

From a

involves

communication in a peered

three-way

example would be a portal or business

exchange, where <lata needs to be passed from one trading partner to another, through a
third party. Because information crosses multiple security domains, point-to-point
security is .inadequate; beyond the fırst "hop," information will be exposed. At a
minimum, an enterprise will want .to, implement.

ws.. Security to. ensure the privacy and

integrity

With experience gained frorn these types
to address more sophisticated security challenges. For example, with a SAML--based
security application,

a company can readily transfer information from its diverse

authentication systems to its Web access management system, facilitating centralized
management of user access privileges. Similarly,.aSAML-based
partners to federate user identity and authentication
providing single sign-on.

10

systeniertables trading

inforınation föh/the purpose of

1.10 Workwith a Trusted Provider
Another way to help ensure thesuccess ofa Web services irnplernentation is to work with
a trusted providersone who combines a proven track record for irnplementing e-business
security solutions · with a strong knowledge

of emerging Web: services security

technologies.RSA Security is uniquely qualifiedin this respect. RSA Security is the rnost
trusted name in e-security. The cornpany offers a cornprehensive and well-provenset of
solutions including authentication, Web access managernent and developer solutiôns for
organizations that need to create trusted busirıess processes in traditional e-business
environrnents.

RSA Security is moving quickly to rnake these sarne capabilities available in the Web
services environment For example, RSA Cornpany has been a significant contributor in
the development of security standards for Web servıces,
specification for exchanging authentıcatıon
on a non
,..,,.,.,.,.,,,...ı-

for the WS-

As these and other standards for Web services security evolve, RSA Security is fully
committed to incorporating thern into the cornpany's offerings. In turn, enterprises can
create an envıronrnent of authenticated, private and legally binding electronic transactions
and commıınicatiôris .

through its involvement in the Liberty Alliance, RSA Security is helping to
ı.avııua.u;,

the practical application of Web services security capabilities in commercial

expertise ın
va.uvıı,

access rights management, <lata privacy
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1.11 Su m m ar y
Many people feel the Intemet is not seçure;uı;;ı.;au::.ı;:;

is a public network. It is true that

connecting an intemal network to the

expose the intemal systems of a

company to very considerable risks. The
over the Intemet may result in the

ofa documentbetween

uaı.ı::.ım;:);:)
ı.,a;:);:)mh

two parties

through halfa dozeri ııetworks, each

managed by different organizations.

In order to address security properly, it is uı;:;uı;:;::.::.cıı
solution from the beginning. Security

build it into the
vVll;:)lUvlvU

seriously whenever

information is sent or received :from enterprise systems and when interfaces to the
systems are built.

Security concerns can be divided into concerns
information and uau::.au

Information and transaction seourity schemes such' as secret key encryption and public
key encryption are used to ensure the privacy, integrity and confidentiality ofbusiness
Transactions and messages.

12

CHAPTER
SECURE SOCKETS

TWO

LAYERS AND TRANSPORT

LAYER

SECURITY

2.1 Ov e rv iew
Understanding SSL requires an understanding

of cryptographic algorithms, message

digest functions (also known as one-way'or hash functions), and digital signatures.
SSL is a protocol using different cıyfüpğraphic algorithms to implement security using
authentication .with ceriificates,

session key exchange algorithms,

encryption and

integrity check. Itis a>common protocol, often used to ensure that the communication
between WWW-server and WWW-client

is secure.

v3.0
has been developed by Netscape with opinions from several industrial companies and

Algodth.ms
LHl,H.:>.l.vl

•ııı•v.na,,,,_., ıHJ,VH,UU.LlVU

sorne money. Alice
such as her bank

crvntocranhic algorithm, a
chnique that would transform her message into an encrypted form, ı.tnreadable e:x:cxpt
the message may only be

,y those it is intended for. ünce

the

rough the use of a secret key.
:ryptographic algorithms make it so

uu.ı.ıvun

worth their effort.

'here are two categories of cryptographic algorithms: conveı:ıti9ti:xland public key.
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2.2.1 Co nv ent i on a.l Cryptograp.ny
Conventional cryptography, also knownassyı:nmetric cryptography, requires the sender
and receiver.to share a key: a secret pieceôfinformation that may be usedto encrypt or
decrypt a message. If'this key is secret, thetı:tıöbödy other than the sendeförreceiver may
read the message. If Alice and the bankknowasecret key, then they may seficl.eaclfother
private messages. The task of privately .e,hôösinğia key before communicating, h&wever,
can be problematic.

2.2.2 Pu b lf e Key Cr yp to
Public key cryptography, also knowrrias asymmetric cryptography, solves the key
exchange problem by defining an algorithm which uses two keys, each ofwhich may be
used to encrypt a.message, If one key is used to. encrypt a messagethen theiôthefrtıustbe
user to decrypt ~.•..IT'h~n

=nlr"n

~ .•.

ıuc;::.::.at:Sı;;::.

to the owner ofa

key-pair (the bank), by encrypting it using their public key. Only the bank will be able to
decrypt it.

2.3 Ce
signed it and ensured the

Although

communicating with
key she is usıng

the bank. This

corresponds to the bank's private key. Similarly, the bank also needs to verify
message signature really corresponds-to ..Alice's signature .

.If each party has a certificate which
and is signed by a trusted agency,

they are

communicating with whorn they think they are.

called a

Certificate Authority (CA), and certificates are used for

14

auuıı;;nuvmıuu.

2.4 Public

Key Lnf'r as t r uc tu r e (PKI)

A PKI (public key infrastructure) enables users ofa basically unsecured public network
such as the Internet to securely and privately exchange <lata and moneyzhrough the use of
a public anda private cryptographic key pair that is obtained andsharedithröüğhatrusted
authority. The public key infrastructure provides for a digital certificatethatca'.ıiidentify
an individual of an organization and-directory services that can. stere ari.dffyhen
necessary, revoke the certifıcates. Although the components of a PKI are generally
understood,

a number of differentı verıdôr apprôaches

and services are emerging.

Meanwhile, an Internet standard for PKI is being worked on.
The public key infrastructure assumes the use of public key cryptography, which is the
most commonmethod on the Intemet for authenticating a message sender or encrypting a
message. Traditional cryptography has usually involved the
secret key for .the encryption .and

ti1"1"7<>f P

key

someone

system has
else, ını::::s::m.gı::::s;ı.;ı:ııı
the Intemet.

(The private key

system is sometimes known as symmetric cryptography and the public key system as
asymmetric cryptography).

A public key infrastructure consists of:

1. A certificate
1111.ııuuc;:, the

public key Of information about the public key

A registration authority (RA) that acts as the verifier for the certificate authority before

Digital certificate is issued to a requestor

more directories where the certificates (with their pü.blickeys)are held

15

ııumuı;;;ı

of products are offered that enable a oompany or group .of companies to

:m:ıpıement a PKI. The acceleration of e-cornmerce and busiııess--to~bu.siriess commerce
Irıternet has increased the demand for PKLsolutions. Related ideasafethe-virtual
uuvmı;;;

network (VPN) and the IP Security (IPsec) staııdard. Among PK.Ileadersar.e:

1.

RSA, which has developed the ilıai:rtalgörithmsused

2.

Verisign, which acts as a certificate authority and sells software that allows a

by PKI vendors

company to create its own certificate authorities

3.

GTE Cyber'Irust,

4.

Xcert, whose

and

revocation status of certificates

ona server, using the Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP)

5. Netscape, whose Directory Server product is said to support 50 million objects
and process 5,00Ö queries a second; Secure E-Commerce,

which allows a

cornpany or extranet manager to manage digital certificates; and Meta-Directory,
which can connect all corporate directo.ries into a single directory for security
management.

.5 Ce r t if'ie a te Co n ten ts
certificate associates a public key withthe reaLiderıtity of an individiıal, server, or
other entity, known as the subject As shôwri iıitlie fableôelôw,it1forII1atiort about the
subject includes identifying information (the distinğuished rıanıe), aridthe public key. It
also includes the identification and signature of the Certificate.1\.uthority that issued the
certificate, and the period of time during which the certificate is valid. It may have
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additional informatiorı (or extensions) as well . as administrative infonnation for the
Certificate Authority's use, such as a serial'nümber,
Distinguished Name, Public Key
Distinguished1Na:nıe, S ignature
Not Before Date, Not After Date

Period ofVafüfüy:
Administrative Information;

l Version,

Serial Number

Basic Constraints, Netscape Flags, ete.

Extended Informatton:

Table 1: Cer ti fi cat e Authority

2.5.1 Dfs t ing u is heü Name
A distinguished name is
individual might

DNField
Common Name

J Abbreviation
.i

CN

!

Descripti.on

Example

l

Name being certifıed

CN=Joe Average

Name is associated with this

O=University of

o

Organizational
Unit

l

1

1

Countıy

j

l

such as a

l
ı

i
1

OU=Institute of

j Computer Science

department
in this city

L

ity/Locality

State/Province

ou

Bern

ST

1

C

j Name is located in
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C=CH

(ISO

Table2: Distinguished

code)

Name

Certificate Authority may define a

which distinguished field names

e optional, and which are required.

place requirements upon the fıeld

· ontents, as may users of certificates.

a Netscape browser requires that

he Common Name for a

has a name which matches a

ildcard pattern for the domain

as *.unibe.ch.

. 5.2 ASN.1 no ta rio n, BER
'he binary format ofa certificate is defined using the ASN.1 notation. This notation
Iefineshow to specify the contents, and encoding
anslated into binary form.
istinguished ı...,uvv,

••,u,=.. ",ıııı:::;"'

.6 Ce r t if'i c a te Au th o r if ies

fırst verifying the information in a certificate request before granting the certificate,
e Certificate Authority assures the identity of the private key owner ofa key-pair, For
stance, if

Authority must first make

ethatAlice
.6.1

Ce.r t if'Ie at e Ch a in s

Certifıcate Authority may also issue a certificate for another
en examining a certificate, Alice may need to examine
h parent Certifıcate Authority, until
:y decide to trust only certificates with
11

certificate in the chain.
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·------

2.6.2

Cr e a rin g a Ro o t-Lev el CA.

As noted earlier, each certificate requires an Issuer to assert the validity of the identity of
the certifıcate subject, up to the top-level Certificate Authority (CA). This presents a
problem: Since this is who vouches for the certifıcate of the top-level authority, which
has no issuer? In this unique case, the certificate is "self-signed", so theissuer of the
certifıcate is the same as the subject. As a result, one must exercise extra care itıtı-u.stiııg a
self-signed certifıcate. The wide publıcatien .of a public key by the root authority reduces
the risk in trusting this key - it. Wöııldl)e .öbviôııs if someone else publicized a key
claiming to be the authority. Brovvsers

ate pfecorıfigüred

to trust well-known certificate

authorities.

It is also possible to create your own Certificate Authority. Although risky in the Internet
environment, it may be useful within an Intranet where the organization can easily verify
the identities of individuals and servers.

2.6.3
Establishing

responsibility

a Certifıcate

which reqııires

a solid

administrative, technical, and management framework. Certificate Authorities not only
issue certificates, they also manage them - that is, they determine how long certificates
are valid, they renew them, and they keep lists of certifıcates that have already been
issued but are.ııq.Jongeryalid (Certifıcate Revocation Lists, or CRLs). Say Alice is
entitled to a certificate as aµe111ploy~!~~:co~satıy.gaytoo,
be revoked when AliceJ€:layesthecompl:}tıyJSincecertificates

that the certificate needs to
are objects that get passed

~ound, it is impossible to tel1 from the certifıcate alone that it has been revoked. When
e:xamining certifıcates for validity, therefore, it is necessary to contact the issuing
Çertifıcate Authority to check CRLs - thisis not usually an automated partoftlıe pr()çe:ss.

SSL Pr-o t o c o l
L is placed on top of the TCP!IP layer and

this layer is

metimes called secure transport layer. To set up a SSL conrte:ytion,a TCP/IP connection
be established first as SSL uses the primitives of TCP /lP. The SSL connection can
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TCP/.IP connection in which all

TCP
IP
Subnet

capabilities address fundamental concerns about communication over the Intemet
other TCP/.IP networks:

• SSL server au:dbeıııticatiôn

client software Can USe

i:>l<tHU<tlU

<rPnrPr'<r
lv'-'HHU-t

identity. SSL- enabled

of public-key cryptography to check that a

server's certificate and public ID are valid .and have been issued by a certifıcate authority
(CA) listed in theclient's list of trusted CAs. This confirmation might be important.ifthe
user, for example, is sending a credit card number over the network and wants to check
the receiving server's identity.
• SSL client authenticationallôAArs\ıı?serveftocoııfıfntattser's identity. Using the same
techniques as those used for servet atithentication, SSL-enabled server software can
check that a client's certificate arid public ID are valid and have been issued by a
certifıcate authority (CA) listed .in the server's list of trusted CAs. This confirmation
might be important if the server, for example, is a bank sending confıdeııtial financial
informationto a customer and wants to check the recipient's identity.
• .An encrypted SSL connection requires all införmation seatsbetween a client and a
to be encrypted by the sending software and decrypted by the receiving software,
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thus providing a high: degree of cortfidentiality. Confidentiality is important for both
parties to any private transaction. In addition, all data sent over an encrypted SSL
connection · is prötected
automatically

with a-mechanism

determining

whether

the

for detecting tampering - that is, for
data

has

been

altered

in

transit,

AH the. calls.froın the application Iayer to the TCP layer are replaced with calls to the SSL
layer, and the SSL layer will take care ofthe communication with the TCP layer. SSL
itself is actually divided again into two different layers as showed below.

Protocol l Handshake protocol

Change Cipher Specification
SSL recordlayer
TCP layer

used to transmit data. The SSL handshake
protocol involves using the SSL record protocol to exchange a series of messages
between an SSL-enabled server and an SSL- enabled client when they fırst establish an
SSL connection. This exchange of messages is designed to facilitate the following

• Authenticate the

Allow the client and server to select the cryptographic algorithms, or
oth support,

Optionally authenticate the client to the server.

Use public-key encryption techniques to generate shared secfets.
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e Establish an encrypted SSL connection.

In the SSL Record layer the messages are divided/combined to fit within the payload of
SSL records, a MAC is created and then thewhole record layer message is encrypted
with the secret key algorithm agreed upon. The substance of the SSL records will be:
content type, protocol version number, length, <lata payload, message authentication code
(MAC, provides for <lata integrity). The messages are the sent to the other peer through a
TCP/JP connection.

SSL record forman
Record Type j Version MSB I Version LSB J LengthMSB j Length LSB
Ciphertext (length bytes)

• Types: handshake, alert (close ), data, rekey

transitions

in ciphering

strategıes. The protocol consists ofa sirigle.trl.essage, Which is encrypted and compressed
der the current (not the pending) CiperSpec. The message consists ofa single
lue 1. The change cipher specifıcation message is sent by
tify the receiving party that subsequent records
gotiated CipherSpec and keys.

Aiert Pr o to e o l
type. Alert

of the content types supported by the SSL
sage corıvey the severity ofthe message anda
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rlPC!f'rıntır.n

alert. Alert messages

with 'a level of "fatal" result in the immediate termination of the connection. in this case,

other connection corresponding to the session ınay continue, but the session identifıer
must be invalidated, preventing the failed session from being used to establish new
connections. Lik:e other messages, alert messages are encrypted and>ooınpressed, as
specifıed by the current connection state.

2.10 Crp he r s Used w i th SSL
The SSL protocol supports the use ofa variety of different cryptographic algorithms; or
ciphers, for use in operations such as authenticating the server and client to each other,
transmitting certifıcates, and establishing session keys. Clients and servers may support
different cip her suites, or sets of ciphers, depending on factors such as the version of SSL
they support, company policies regarding acceptable encryption

:::.uc;ıı;.;uı,

restrictions on export • of SSL--enabled software.
handshak:e protocol deterthiries
they will use to .auuıeuucaıe

The cipher suite descriptions thatfollowrefer to these algorithms:

1.DES. Data Encryption Standard, an encryption algorithm used by the

DSA. Digital Signature Algorithm, part ofthe digital authentication standard used by
e US. Government.

5_. Message Digest algorithm developedbyR.ivest.

C2 and RC4. Rivest encryption ciphers developed
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algorithm for both encryption and authentication. Developed by

exchange. A key-exchange algorithm for SSLbasedcôııtheRSAalgorithm.

Secure Hash Algorithm, a hash function used by the US.

A classifıed symmetric--keyalğorithmimplemented

in

mpliant hardware used by the US. Goverııtrieııt(For more information, see
ORTEZZA CipherSuites.)

lO.Triple-DE~. DES applied three times.
ey-exchange .algorithms like KEA and
rver and client
most

commonly

SSL 2.0

cipher suites.
clients

servers. When a particular client and server exchange informaticnsdüfinğ-the SSL
ndshake, they identify the strongest enabled cipher suites they have in coın.rnôn.andu.se

cisions about.which cipher suitese.paracularorganrzaıion

decides to enable.depend on

e-offs among the sensitivity ôf the data involv~d, the speed of the cipher, and the
licability of export rules.

[ganızanons want to disable the weaker ciphers to prevent SSL connections withwea.k.e:r
ryption. However, due to government restrictions on
ger than 40-bit encryption, disabliııg. supportför
access to network browsers
involved hasa special Global Server ID
to stronger encryption).
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to

To serve the largest possible range of users, it's .administrators may wish to enable as
broad a range of SSL cipher suites as possible. That way, when .a domestic client or
server is dealing with another domestic server or client, respectively, it will negotiate the
use of the strongest ciphers available. And when an domestic client or server is dealing
with an international server or client, it will negotiate the use of those ciphers that are
permitted under U.S. export regulations.

2.11 Cip he r Surres with RSA Key Exchange
Unless otherwise indicated, all ciphers listed in the table are supported by both SSL 2.0
and SSL 3.0. Cipher suites are listed from strongest to weakest; for more information
about the way encryption strength is measured, see Key Length and Encryption Strength.
Cipher suites supported by the SSL protocol that use the RSA key-exchange algorithm
Strongest cipher suite: This cipher suite is appropriate for barıks and other institutions
that handle

• Triple
Triple DES is
DES uses a key three times as long'asthe keyfor standard DES.

nı:;ı.;ctu::ıı:;

large, there are more possible keys than for any other cipher -

•••1-ı·nno-

cipher suites: These cipher suites support encryption that is strong enough for

with 128-bit encryption and Mb5 message authentication. Because the RC4 and
C2 ciphers have 128-bit encryptio'n, they are the second strongest next to
ata Encryption Standard),

ciphers are the fastest

with 128-bit encryption and MD5 ınessage

LHvHLH,;Q.HVU;

.uc;ı.,au:>v

2 ciphers have 128-bit encryption, they are the second strôııgest
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the RC4 and

to Triple DES

(Data Encryption Standard), with 168-bit encryption. RC4 and RC2 128-bıt encryption
permits approximately 3.4

*

1038 possible keys, making them very difficult to crack.

RC2 ciphers are slower than RC4 ciphers.
This cipher suite is supported by SSL 2.0 but not by SSL 3.0.

• DES, which supports 56-bit encryption,<with SHA-1 message authentication. DES is
stronger than 40-bit encryption, butııöta.s Ströng as 128-bit encryption. DES 56-bit
encryption permits approximately 7.2* 1016pössible keys. lE Both SSL 2.0 and SSL 3.0
support this cipher suite, exceptthaf.SSE2.0ı:ı.ses

MD5 rather than SHA-1 for message

authentication.

Exportable cipher suites: These cipher suitesare not as strong as those listed above, but
may be exported.to most countries (nete -that France perrnits them for SSL but not for
SIMIME). They provide the ströngestehcryption/available

for exportable products. Note

r.ntntıAn"<111eans the keys are still 128
bits

• RC4 with 40-bit encryptionand MD5

1111;;::s::sagc:; auuıeııı.ıısauuu.

permıts approximately 1.1 * 1012 (a trillion) possible keys. RC4
supported ciphers.

.ınessage/atıtııetıtıcatıon. RC2 40-bit encryption
approximately 1

ciphers are slower than

ciphers.

eakest cipher suite; This
o encryption. Server administrators
ta sent using this cip her suite is not
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• No encryption, MD5 message authentication only. This cipher suite uses MD5 message
authentication to detect tampering. It is typically supported in case a client and server
have none ofthe other ciphers in common.

2.12 FORTEZZA

Cjp he r Su ite s

The list below lists additional cipher suites supported by Netscape prödıicts with
FORTEZZA for SSL 3.0. It provides a hardware implementation oftwo classified ciphers
developed by the federal govemment: FORTEZZAKEA

and SK1PJACK. FORTEZZA

ciphers for SSL use ·• the Key Exchange Algorithm (KEA) instead of the RSA key
exchange algorithm'nrentioned

in the preceding section, and use FORTEZZA cards and

DSA for client a;ıitheııtication. Strong FORTEZZA

cipher suites: Permitted

for

deployments within-the'Bnited States only. These cipher suites support encryption-that is
strong enough for.most business or government needs.

• RC4 with 128-bit encryption and SHA-1 message authentication. Like RC4 with 128bit encryption and MD5 message authentication, this cip her is one of the second strongest
ciphers after Triple DES. It permits approximately 3.4

*

101''38 possible keys, making it

diffıcult to crack This cipher suite is supported by SSL 3.0 but not by SSL 2.0.

RC4 with SKIPJACK 80-bit encryption and

key
most

usıng the

recent

3.0 but not by SSL

implementations do not. This

- Weakest FORTEZZA cipher suite: This cipher suite provides authenticatıon
detection but no encryption. Server adrriinistrators must be
owever, because data sent using this cipher suite is not

"""runtPrl

eavesdroppers.

SHA-1 message authentication
detect tampering.
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message

2.13 Handshake

Pr oto c ol

The SSL protocol uses a combination of public-key and symmetric key encryption.
Symmetric key encryption is much faster.tha:ı:ı public-key encryption; but public-key
encryption.provides better authentication techniques. An SSL sessionalwayshegins with
an exchange of messages called the SSLhatı;dshake. The handshake allowstheserverto
authenticate itself to the client using public-key techniques, then allows the clientandthe
server to cooperate in the creation. ofi.symmetric keys used for rapid encryptio:ı:ı;
decryption, and .tamper detection dtı.riııg the session that follows. Optionally, the
handshake

also

allows the

client to

authenticate

itself to

the

server.

During the handshake there is a negotiation of what Cipher Suite to use during <lata
transfer, establishment and sharing of the session key
optionally authentication of the peers. The

vwuvı

for Key ExcbangexDaıa 'Iransfer.and
;:,c;uuıg;:,,

1. The
+vmniMfa

randomly

with the client

using SSL.
The server sends the client the server's SSL version number, cipher settings, randomly
generated data, and other information the client needs to communicate withthe seıver
over SSL. The servet also sendsits own certificate and, if the client .is requesting a
server resource that requires clienta:utheııticatiörifrequests

the client's certificate.

The client uses some of theiirifôrrrıati6tis~nt<byitheiserverto

authenticate the server

(see Server Authentication for details). If the server cannot be authenticated,
is wamed of the problem and informed that an erıcrypted and
connection cannot be established. Ifthe server can be successfully aüthenti
client goes on to Step 4.
Using all <lata generated in the handshake so far, the
server, depending on the cipher being used) creates

the

encrypts it with the server's public key (obtained

certificate,

;:,ı;:;;:,;:,ıvıı,

in Step 2), and sends the encrypted premaster secret
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hasrecıuested client authetıticatip1:{(anqptional

step in the handshake),

also signs another piece ofdafafhafis uriique to this handshake and known
both the client and server. In this case the client sends both the signcd data and the
urn,aLt;;

to the server alonğwith the encrypted premaster secret.

If the server has requested client authentica.tiôn,the servet attempts to authenticate the
client (see Client Authentication

cannot be authenticated, the

sessıon is terminated. If the

private key to decıypt the premaster
the client alsô petforıns,
mastersecret; Aftetthe

uuı;:,t,;;;ı

the premaster secret will be

immediately erased from memorv
Both the client and the server use the master secret to generate the session keys,
aresyınınetric keys used to e11çryptjncfdeprypt information exchanged during
the SSL session and to verify its integrity " that is, to detect any changes in the data
between

SSL connection.
rnessages from the
sends · a .separate (encrypted)

message indicating that the client portiorı ofthe handshake is finished.
The server sends a message to the client informing it that future messages from the
server will be encıypted with the session key. It then sends a separate (encrypted)

begun. The client and
send to each other
and to validate its
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(*)_Optional _messages
Fjgl . .ttancısnaırn Prnm,...rıı

It's important to nôte fhatl:5ôffiii6lienfand server authentication involve encrypting some
piece of <lata with one key ofa pııblic-private key pair and decrypting it with the other
key:

the premaster secret with the
decrypt the secret,
the public key is in fact
the server cannot decrypt the
required for the session, and the
will be terminated.

private key - that is, it creates a digital
f'Prt1-ttf"<>tP

can correctly validate the digital signature only
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client's
correspondıng private

Otherwise, the server cannot validate the digital signature and the session

Hs:ınrlch<ıln:,

K·P.«<ııP.~t~

Protocol in Deep [Ref 5J

The hello request message ınay

will

it is required to send the client hello
its first message. The client canalso send a client hello response to a hello request or
own initiative in order'to renegotiate the security parameters in an existing
vvıuu,vuvu.

The-structııre of the client hello is as follows.

struct {

SessionID session _id;
CipherSuite cipher _suites<2 . .2;\ 16-1>;
CompressionMethod compression _methods<2 .. 2A8-l >;
} ClientHello;

rver Bello: The

responds with either a

andshake_failure alert or server hello message.

struct {
ProtocolVersion server version;
Randoın random;
SessionID session jd;
CipherSuite cipher_suites<2 .. 2Al6-l>;
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CompressionMethod

compression _methods<2

. .2A8-1 >;

} ServerHello;

Server Certificate: If the server is to be authenticated
server sends-its certificate

immediately

certificate type must be appropriate

case), the

foUôyvin.gthe server hello messağe.iThe

for thi3selected

algorithm, and is generally an X.509.v3Cettificate
case ofFORTEZZA).

(which is generaily.the

The same messağe1:ype

cipher suite's key exchange
(ora modified X.509 certificaıe in the

will be used forthe client's response to a

certificate requestrtıessage.
opaque ASN.1 Ceı:t<lt.2A24-1 >;

struct {
ASN.1 Cert certificate _list<l .. 2024--.l>;
} Certificate;

sent by the server if
KEAkey
:xchanges is used .. This message is not used

.if the server certificate contains Difiie

ellman parameters.

select{KeyExchanğeAlğô'rithm)
case diffıe hellman:
ServerDHParams params;
Signature signed_params;
case rsa:
ServerRSAParams params;
Signature signed_params;
case fortezza kea:
ServerFortezzaParams params;
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{

};
} ServerKeyExchange;

Certificate Request;
the client,

server can optionally request a certifıcate from
.,.,,ı;;,.,u;;;u

an anonymous server

cipher suite, If is fatal handshake failure alert for

client identifıcation.

struct {
certifıcate_types<l .. 2A8-l>;
certifıcate_authorities<3 . .2AI6-1 >;

message is sent by the server to indicatethe
uıı;;;:,;:,agı;;;:,.

After sending this message the server

will wait for a

Client Cerfificate;

client can send after receiving a server
sent ifthe server requests a certificate. If no
send a no certifıcate alert instead. This
,,.,.,pvııu

with a fatal handshake failure

cerntıcate message is similar to the

on which public key
excfümg:e message.

(KeyExchangeAlgorithm)

{

case rsa: EncryptedPreMasterSecret;
case diffie_hellman: · Clientlsiffiellellm .... uı
case fortezza_kea: FortezzaKeys;
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} exchange _keys;
ClientKeyExchange;

Certificate Verify: This message is used to provide ...,a,J,,,.,,.
certificate. This message is only sent following any client
capability.

struct {
Signature signature;
} Certificate Verify;

Finished: A finished message is always
message to verify that the key exchange
The finished message ·
secrets. No
sending
finished messages

opaque md5jhash[ 16];
opaque sha hash[2Q]9
} Finished;

2.14 Server

Authentication

SSL always requires server authentication, or
server's identity. As explained in
client a certificate to authenticate
authenticate the identity the certificate

vıa.uıı,.:,

through these steps to authenticate a
Is today's date within the vaiidity period? The client checks the server certificate1s
validity period. Ifthe current date and time are outside of that range, the
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authentication process won't go any further. Ifthe current.date and time are within the
certificate's validity peri od, the client.goes on to Step 2.
the issuing CA a trusted CA? Each SSL-enabled clieııtfüaihtaiııs a list oftmsted
certificates. This list determines which server certificatestheclientwill accept. If
the distinguished name (DN) of the issuing CA matches the DN ôfa CA on the
client's list of trusted CAs, the answer to this question is yes, and the clieııtğoes on to
Step 3. If the issuing CA is not on the list, the server will not be autheııticafedüriless
the client can verify a certificate cbainending.ina CA thatis on the list,
the issuing CA's public keyvalidatetlıeissuer'sdigitalsignature?

The client

uses the public key from the CA's · certificate (which it found in its list of trusted CAs
in step 2) to validate the CA's digital signature on the server certificate being
presented. If the information in the server certificate has

signed

ı.,ııaııgcu

the CA or-if the CA certificate's public
used by the CA to ·

client has

ıs

It is the client's

responsibility to take Step 4 before Step 5.
Does the domain name in the serven's eertificate match the domain name efsthe
itself? This step confinns that the server.is actually located at the same
address specified bythe.domainname in.theserver certificate.Although step
is not technically part ôftheSSLiprôtocöl,iit.prQyidesthe only protection against a
of security attack known

as a Man:..iiı--the.:..Middle?attack.Clients

step and must refuse to authenticate the servef.öfestablish a
domain names don't match, If the serve;r's actual.domain name

must perform

wurnov

rnatvuc;)

in the server certificate, the client goes oııtoStep 5.

and the user will be warned
,,...,,..,...,,,_+.c,,.ı and authenticated connection cannot

an
requıres

authentication, the server performs the steps described inClient Authentication.
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6. After the steps described here, the server must successfully use its private key to
decrypt the premaster secret the client · sends in Step 4 of The SSL Handshake.
Otherwise, the SSL session will be terminated. This provides additional assurance
that the identity associated with the public key in the server's certificate-is in fact the
server with which the client is connected.

2.14.1

Man-in-the-MiddleAttack

As suggested in Step 4 above, the client.applicatiônmust

check the server domain name

specified in the servercertificate againsttheactuaFdömainname

of the server with which

the clientis attemptingto communicate. This stepis necessary to protect against aman-in
the middle attack, which works as follows.

The "man in the middle'' is a rogue program that mtP.rr.Antı;:

the client and a

The encrypted information exchanged atthe beginning ofthe SSL handshakeis actually
encrypted with the rogue program's public key or private key, rather than the client's or
foruse
the client. This allows
between the client and the real

server, but also to change the data without being detected, Therefore, it is extremeh
important for the client to check that the domain name in the server
corresponds to the domain name of .the server
ommunicate - in addition to

lJııı::uuuı.ı.

steps described in Server n..muı;;;ııuvauvıı.
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2.15 Client Authentication
SSL-enabled servers can be configured to require client authentication, or cryptographic
validation by.the server of the client's iderıtity. When a server configured this way
requests clientauthentication

(see Step 6 ôfThe SSL Handshake), therclient sends the

server both a certificate and a separate piec~iôfdigitally signed data to autherıticate itself
The server usesthe digitally signed datatoJvitlidate the public key in the cettifıcate and to
authenticate the identity the certificate clairrısCtpt~.present.

The SSL protocôlrequ.ires the clierttfoc-reateia.diğital

signature by creating a one- way

hash from data gen.ehıted randomly durirıgfthe han.dshake and known only to the client
and server. The b.ashofthe <lata is then encrypted with the private key thatcorresponds

to

the public key in.thecertifıcate being presentedto the server.

1.

matches the

and that the data has not been

tampered with since it was signed. At this point, however, the binding between the
public key and the DN specified in the certificate has not yet been established. The

certificate mighl,h,ıV~:'e: cr~~ted,~t'.~~~eone
attemptingto impeı:sonırte
the user.
To validate the binding betweetı the .public key and the DN, the server must also
complete Step 3 and Step 4. ·
Is today's date within the validity period? The server checks the certifıcate's
validity period. If the ourrent date and time are outside of that range, the
authentication process won't go any further. If the current date and time are within the
certificate's validity

ı.,ı;;;ııv,~.

Is the issuing CA a trusted
CA certificates. This list
DN of the issuing CA matches the DN ofa CA
answer to this question is yes, and the server goes
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CAs, the
issuing CA is

not on the list, the client will not be authenticated unless the server can veri:fy a
certificate chain ending in a CA tha;tis ôrithe list (see CAHierarchies

for details ).

Administrators can control which .certificates are trusted or notstrusted within their
organizations by controlling the lisfa ()J:'iC.A. certificates maiııtairı~cl.;hyclients and

servers.
Does the issuing CA's public key validate the issuer's digita] signature? The
server uses the public key from the CA's certificate (which it found in its list of
trusted CAs in Step 3) to validate the CA's digital signature on the certificate being
presented. If the information in the certifıcate has changed since it was signed by the
CA or if the public key in the CA certificate doesn't correspond to the private key
used by the CA to sign the certifıcate, the server won't authenticate the user's identity.
If the CA's digital signature can be validated,
a valid "letter of introduction" from that CA

this optional step
provides one way

a user's certificate even if it

passcs the tests in all the other steps. The Netscape Certifıcate Server can
automatically remove a revoked certifıcate from the user's entry in the LDAP
step will then refuse to
user's certificate in the
directory is

the SSL handshake, the

server goes on to step 6.
Is the authentieated client

authorized to access the ..,,,,,,••••.,+.oıı

server checks what resources the client is
access control lists (ACLs)
the server doesn't get to step 6 for
cannot be authenticated, and the user is
that require authentication.
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2.16 Vu ln e r ab if i t ie s
SSL v3.0 fixes vulnerabilities in v2.0: TheSSLv2 protocol has two known flaws. The
downgrade attack allows an active attacker. (öne who can change bits · in the messages
between client and server) to force an SSLv2 session to use weaker cipher.suites than
would ordinarily be negotiated, Since theSSLv2 handshake packets between the client
and server are not integrity checked, there's no way for the server to tel1 ifthe cipher suite
list has been modified. ünce the attacker'hasforced
suite,

the

attacker

can

use

the SSLv2 session into a vvealccipher

brufı::,.. förce techniques

to

crack

the

sınallrkeyi.

The truncatiorı attack allows an attacker to stop the SSLv2 sessi on without the server or
client knowing that the sessi on was st6pped by an attacker instead of by the other party. If
the attacker knows something about the stnıcture of the message and how it is sent in the
SSLv2 packets, he can use the truncation attack to change the

ıııc;aııuıg

For example, Alice the client is sending an order

of PBGX". Mark truncates her message to "buy 10,000 shares of PBG". Not being able to
tel1 that Alice's message was truncated, Bob will execute the order to buy 10,000 shares
Of PBG. If Alice is. unlucky, the price of PBG will be muchgreater than thatOfPBGX,
and Alice vvilthavetogoon.margin.to coverit. Atthefoast,·.she'll••be outthe. commission
d the opportunitycostOfı:ıOfbu.yiıig<l?llyXFwheti,sheiwantedto•do

so.

17Transport Layer Security {TLS)
temet commerce requires secure communications. To order goods, a vu,nvrnv,
nds credit card details. To order life insurance, the customer
•n.fidentialpersonal <lata. Internet users-would Iike to know
eavesdropping or alteration.

Web browsers protect transmissions using the orotöcöl
The client and server machines exchange nonces and
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Sockets
:,c;:,:,ıvu

keys from

TLS (Transport Layer Security) it

them. The latest version of the nrotoeoı

My proofs suggest that it is, but one

closely resembles SSL.3.0. Is TLS

rest of this paper, which describes how

should draw no conclusions
the protocotwas

rnodeled and what

n.-AnSHı

were proved. I have analyzed a much
to be secure.

simplified form ofTLS; I assume u;:ı.:>ıuuı-;

2.17.1 Overview ofTLS
and is nearly identical to SSL except

TLS is the successor to the
that it implements
"' an open, standat<is-based
0

more non--proptietary

rPr.P.nt

browser versions

work on the TLS protocol and
related applications.
Internetbrowsers use.security protocols to protect confidential messages. An inductive
are based
vı:;ııı:;ı.:>

or fıniteness. All the

to be secure even if old
changes to simplify the

S, even at an abstract level, is much more complicated than
earchers have. verified. Session keys are negotiated rather
otocol has many optional parts. Nevertheless, the resources neeueu
odest: six man-weeks of effort and three minutes
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A TLS handshake involves a client, sttchasa

World Wide Web browser, anda Web

serveı;. Below, I refer to the client as A/('Alice') and the server as B ('Bob'), as is
customary for .authentication protocols, especially since C and S often have dedicated
meanings in theliterature.

At the start· of a handshake, A contaets

B, supplying

response, B sends another nonce aridh.ispu.blic-key
possibilities ). ThenA generates

a session identifier aıid t:ı.oııce. In
certificate (my modeloı:rıits/other

a_pVii~1tter-secret, a 48-byte randorn string, and serıdsit

to B.encrypted with his public key . .;fl.qptionaUy sends a signed rnessage to authenticate
herself Now, both parties calculateth~mt:rster-secret M from the nonces and the pre
master-secret, using

secure pseudo-randôm-number

function (PRF). They calculate

sessiorı keys from the nonces and master-secret.

A full handshake is not always-necessary. At some later time, A can resumea session by
quoting an old session

along with a fresh nonce. If B is willing to resuı:rıe the
ııvm,ı;;;.

Bothparties compute fresh session
confirm this shorter

using finished

is highly complex. this version leaves out many details for the sake
Record formats, fıeld widths, cryptographic algorithms, ete. are
,ı;tU;)lli:tvL

analysis,
and failure messages are unnecessaı

server key exchange.message allows anonymous
but it is not an essential part ofthe protocol.
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;:,~;:,::,ıvıı;:,amvuı-;

serv.er

client

cerl(B)(b)

ı

m

L----------~
m
client eertlficate

ı

m

ı

1

iP/11(<::t;o,
ı· ·"'-}.,,

1

JıJI

The inductive method has many advantages. Its semantic
actions agents can perform, has few of'the peculiarities of
Iimits on the number of simultaneous

o:r resünıed

• sessions. rsaoeııe

Ilow the proofs to be generated with a moderate effort,
oof script runs in 150 seconds on a 3 OOMhz Pentium ...
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2.18 Summary

To transfer information privately arıd securely across the Internet, the Secure Socket
Layer (SSL) protocol was developed. This paper examines the SSLpro.tocol and details
how to irnprove the perfonnance and • scalability of Web sites by off-loading SSL
processing and object delivery from Web servers.
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CHAPTER THREE
RIVEST--ADI SHAMIR-LEONARD ADLEMi\.N(RSA)
ENCRYPTION
3.1 Overview
Encryption is the act of encoding text so that others not privy
mechanisrn (the "key") cannot understand the content of the text.
been the dornain of spies and diplornats, put recently it has rnoved into the
with the concern of the protection of electronic transmissions and digitally stored data.

3.2 Public Key Cryptography
üne ofthe biggest pfoblerns in cryptography is the
in the United States and
truly want to
and he can

using the sarne

key, or you

cipher, But it's also a
they rnight be stolen. If you send thern

cryptographically, and sorneone has broken your code, that person will also have the next
key. If you have to go to Europe regularly to hand-deliver the next key, that is also
expensive. If you hire sorne courier to deliver the new key, you have to trust the courier,
et cetera.

3.2.1 Trap-Door Ciphers
But imagine the following situation. Suppose you have a special
decoding that is "one way" in a sense. Imagine that the
decoding is very di:fficult. Then ,, •.. ,,,,.,...,,,.
person can decode it. Such rnethods
door ciphers".
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Here' s how they work. For each cipher, there is a key for encoding anda different key for
decoding. If you know the key for decoding, it is very easy to make .the key for encoding,
but it is almost.impossibleto

dothe oppositetc-start with the encoding-keyand work out

the decoding key.
'

So to commıınicate with your friendiniEtirôpe,

each of you hasa trap door.cipher.You

make up a decoding key Da andgeneratethecorresponding encoding key Eayourfriend
does exactly the . samerthing, but he hıakes up a decoding key Db and generates the
corresponding encpfüng key Eh YoUteffhim Ea (but not Da , ) and he tells you Eh _
(but not Db) Thenyou can send himriıessa.ges by encoding using Eb__ (which only he
can decode)andvice-versa-he

encodes messages to you using Ea (which only you can

decode, since.youtre the only person with access to Da).

just' be published in a wellknown location. It's like saying, "If you want to send me a private message, encode it
using this key, and I will be the only person in the world who can read it" But be sure to
keep the decodingkey (the "private key") .secret,

3.2.2 Certifieatien
public keys are really

There is, of course,

anyone can -710rge· <a+message .to you. So your enemy can pretend to
and send you a messagejustlike your friend can-they both
key. Your enemy's inforınation can completely mislead you.
that a message • that says it is from your friend is really
way to do it, assuming that you both have-thc public
d as discussed in the previous section. Suppose I wish to
he can read, but ip such a way that he is certain that

Here's

to do it I will take my name, and pretend that it is an ertcödedtriessage, and decode
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it using Da I am the only person who can do this, since I am the only person who knows
Da Then I include that.text in the real message I wish to send, and I encode the whole
mess Using Eb whicleonlymy friend knowshôwto decode. When he receives it, he will
decode it using-Db and he will have a .nıessage .with an additional piece of what looks to
are what I got by "decoding" my name. So

him like jurık characters. The junk

Ea and makes certain that it is my name.

'he simply encodes the junk using

text that will encode to my name, he

Since I am the only one who
knows the message is from me.

We can encodearrytext for certifı.cı:ıfiô:ti;aridin fact, you should probably change it with
each message, but it's easy to do. Youffuessage to your friend would look like this:
"Attack at dawn,Here is my decoding of'ABCDEFG': 'JDLEODK'." To assure privacy,
for each message, changethe "ABCDEFG" · and the corresponding "JDLEODK".

doyou

It is based on the foUowing idea:

It is

multiply · numbers together, especially with computers ..But· it can be

very

and

99991, it

carouıau,ıı

But the reverse problem is n:ıuchhardef[Ref,2].

and 3453389167.

Stıppose I give you the number

1459160519. I'Il eventell youtfiat I'got it by plying together two integers. Can youtell
me what they are? This is a very difficult problem. A computer can
fairly quickly, but (although there are some tricks) it basically does
the possible combinations. For any size number, the computer
that is ofthe order ofthe size ofthe square-root
square-root is roughly 38000.
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Now it doesn't take a cornputer longto try out38000 possibilities,

but what if the nurnber

to be factored is not ten digits, but rather 400 digits? The square-root

ofa nurnber with

400 digits is a nurnber with 200 digits. The lifetirne of the universe

is approxirnately

10/18

seconds

factorizations

- an 18 digit nurnber.

Assurning

a cornputer

could test one .million

per second, in the Iifetime of the un iv erse it could check l 0/24 possibilities.

But for a 400 digit product,

there are 10/200

possibilities.

would have torun for l 0/176

times thelife of.the universe to factor the large ıfümber.

It is, however, nottoo hard to check toseeiffairiurnber.is
see that it cannotbefactored.

This means theicornputer

prime in other words to cheçk to

If it is nöt priıne, it is diffıcult to factor, but if it is prime, it

is not hard to show it is prime.

So RSA encryption

works like this. I will find two huge

have 100 or rnaybe 200 digits each.

that

J will

private key), and 1 will

p and q To get
diffıcult problem.

But exactly how is N used to encode a rnessage, and how are p and q used to decode it?
Below is presented a cornplete example, but I will use tiny prime nurnbers so it is easy to
follow the

real RSA encryption system, keep in mind that the prime

numbers are huge.

person B wants to use that key to send A a message. In this exarnple, we will
the message A sends to B is just a number. We assume that A and B
rnethod to encode text as numbers. Here are the steps:

1. Person A selects two prime numbers. We will use p=23
but keep in mind that the real numbers person A should use
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2. Person A multiplies p and q together to get pq= (23)(41)=943 ~ is the "public key",
which he tells to person B (and to the rest of the world, ifhe wishes).
3. Person A also chooses another number which must be relatively prime to (p-I )(q-1) In
this case, (p..l)(q-1)==(22)(40)=880 so e=Tis fine. E is also part of the public key, so B
also is töldthe value of e.
4. Now Bk11ows enough to encode a :ı:nessageto A. Suppose, for this example, that the
message is the number M=3 5
5. B calculates the C==Me (mod N)= 35?(lllôd 943) value of 357 =64339296875 and
6433929875(m91.~1?)=545.
the number 545 • is the encoding thafB se11ds to A
7. Now A wants to decede 545. To do so; he needs to find a number d such that ed= 1

(mod(p-J)(q'-lyjôrinthis case, such that 7d= l(mod 880).
A solution is d==503, since 7*503=3521=4(880)+1 =l(mod 880).
8. To find the decoding, A must calculate
like it will be a

we can calculate all the partial results

But since we only care

in that modulus, and by repeated squaring of 545, we can get all the exponents that are
5452 (mod943)

powers

= 545.545 = 297025(mod943)

Then square again:
2

943)=400

5454 (mod943) = 5452
and so on. We obtain the following table:
5451 (mod943)

= 545

5452(mod943)

= 923

(mod943) = 400
(mod943) = 633
(mod943) = 857
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= 923

54532(mod943) = 795
54564 (mod943)= 215
545128 (mod943)I
545256 (mod943) = 324
So the result.we want is:
545503{mod 943) = 324.18.215. 795.40Q.903.545(mod943) = 3 5.
Using this tedious{but simple forac6mputer) calculation.A can. decode B's message
and obtain theorigitıalmessageN=35

3.3.1 Simple Explamıtiıon of RSA
Let p and q be distinct large primes and let n be their product. Assume thatwe also
computed two integers, d (for decryption) and e (for
0(n)) where etn} is the

ııumuc;ı

kept

V

mwı:,-•

less than and

to a number by using either
the alphabet position of each letter

, b=02, ... , z=26) or using the standard ASCII

table. lf necessary (so that m<n), the message can be broken into several blocks.
The enchder comoutes and sends the number

To decode, we
el\dmodn
Now, since both n and e are public, the question arises: can we
The answer: it is possible, if n is factored into prime numbers.
depends on the fact that it takes an impractical amount of time to
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ABSTRACT

his thesis specifies the Secure Sockets Layer protocol, a security protocol that provides
ommunications privacy over the Intemet. The protocol allows Client/Serverapplications
communicate in a way that is designed to prevent eavesdtopping, tampering, or
essage forgery.
o fully appreciate how web services will drive a security growth, a new development
latforms such as Scalability and Control of Security Capabilities, Authentication and
uthorization, Confidentiality, integrity and Security Mechanisms for Web Services
ould be developed.
this thesis the author has developed .a
A keys and P.nf".rırnt
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INTRODUCTION
Intemet

is an open system. The identity of people, companies

and computers

communicating on the Internet is not easy to determine and validate. Furthermore, the
very communication patlı is inherently 'insecure all communications are potentially Open
for an eavesdropper to read and modify as they pass between the communicating
endpoints.

Many business executives see Web services fueling the next major wave of e-business
growth and process efficiencies. IT groups expect Web services to significantly reduce
application integration costs, and technology providers envision robust demand fora new
generation ofWeb services-enabled offerings. With interest and motivation at such a high
level, standards ate evolvitıg

vendor offerirıgs<are côrtıihg to market, and early

about security are a major barrier to adoption.
After all, many enterprises have not fully mastered security measu:res in their existing e
business environment. Now, Web services t~chnology makes it even easier to expose
critical <lata and business processes to the outside world, potentially increasing security

to address

security

requirements in the new world of Web services are doing much work. Rather than re
inventing the wheel, these efforts leverage the ubiquitous Web infrastructure and proven
security technologies already deployed in e-business, such as authentication systems,
Web access management and public key infrastrueture (PKI). In fact, while Web services
ereate a new set of security challenges, they alsô pfövide a new paradigı:h!fôrdelivering
pervasive security services in a consistent and cost-effective manner across the enterprise.
my thesis I have described İnternet security and I discussed

iııe problems

that we have

Authentication and Authorization between clients and servers, before couple of

1

years we used to have such problen1s in Confidentiality,

integrity and Security

Mechanisms for Web Services.

There is strong momentum to bring Web services technology into
network computing.

Thus rnany companies

maınstream of
and

tried to support

Authorization by some thing called Cryptographic Algorithms and

This thesis discusses the solution ofthe

nô+-<-.,,,.,.1.r

problem by using a u;ı..;ıuuı..ı

Security" (SSL/TLS), with
known as the "Secure Sockets Layers
development platforms such as, Scalability, and Control of Security Capabilities,
Authentication and Authorization, Confıdentiality, integrity and Security Mechanisms for

hapter 1 is an introduction to the basic prirıciples of network
related issues are described here in detail.

.,ı;;;...,urnv

security technique in
are described here .

. . . mı.ım:a

3 is about the Rivest, Adi Shanir, and Leonard (RSA) data encryption technique

is again widely used in network security systems.

pter 4 discusses the development ofa
s and encryptand decrypt text or numbers.
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CHAPTER ONE
WEB SERVICES SECURITY

1.1. Overview
To fully appreciate how Web services will drive security growth,
understand the fundarnental rnechanisrns of Web services technology.
Research has put it, "Web services aren't a revolution rather, they're just as
do distributed cornputing." Yet, therein lies their power by drarnatically sirnplifying the
way systerns cornrnunicate, Web services make it far easier to exchange information and
thus conduct business across the Intemet.

An IBM tutorial defines Web services as "self-contained,

self-describing

modular

applications that can be published, located and invoked across the Web. Web servıces
perform functions, which can

· What all this rneans, in practical terrns, is that Web services can announce thernselves
.across the Internet and expose their functionality to other applications ("I'm the Village
Bank Online Loan Application Service"). In turn, they can search for and invoke other
Web services, ("I want to check an applicant's credit rating with any one of my three
exchanging requests
receiving responses ("A-

1.2 E-Business Today
During the last several years, enterprises have rnade great progress in using the Web to
achieve their strategic airns Strearnlining processes, driving down costs, and delivering
mnovative offerings to the riıarketplace. Despite this evident success; the most visionary
pects of e-business rernain elusive. (Rernember how industry exchanges were going to
evolutionize the way trading partners do business with one another?)
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The barriers to e-business growth could be summed up in two words: integration and
security. [Ref 5]

• In moving their business processes to the Web, enterprises have Iearned.a hard lesson.
With current technologies, the task of integrating disparate resources whl;)therto achieve
efficiencies or create new services is more difficult. and .costly than wascôriginally
anticipated. As a result, the vast majority .. of e.. . bıısiness · interactions are stiffrfairly
straightforward, involving individual users-interactiag with.discrete applications, viaWeb

,da.ta exöhange is essential, for example, in

browsers. Where application-to-applicatien'

EDI or supply chain environments thosescapabilities can only be created through custom
integration efforts, which cannot be easily leveraged for multiple purposes and therefore
are more di:fficult to cost-justify.

• Persistent and well-founded concems about security continue to undermine trust in e
business, among consumers and enterprises alike. Agairt, due to tlıe limits of current
it is nearly impossible for an organization to consistently implement best
security practices and enforce security policies across the extended enterprise. The result:
security vulnerabilities that are readily exploited by intruders and insiders, further eroding
trust in e-business.
Given these factors, business and IT executives have come to realize that it may be years
before enterprises achieve the most ambitions of e-business: routinely conducting
complex transactions in a secure and trusted environment, with dramatically streamlined
business processes and the bare minimum of human intervention.
They alsa realize that Web services artd Web services security will play a key role in
transforming this vision into reality.

1.3 Web Services Capabilities
ike existing Web capabilities, consumer-orientedWeb

cAnr,l"'A"

in the loan application example given previously. However, overtirtıe,the bulk ofWeb
<:ı:>rırır.Pc:

tra:ffic will be generated by enterprises and will consist of pure machine-to-
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machine

interactions

that carry out roııtine business

processes

with no human

intervention.

Take, for example, a Web services-enabled

manufacturing

envirônment, where the

production management system has increased the quota on an automated.prôduction line.
This action triggers a query to the inventory managementssystem to determfrn:l whether

inventory levels are suffıcient for the planned productiön run. Based on th.e 111,pµts
provided by the requesting application, theinventôfy/m.anagement

system calculatesfhe

types and quantities of materials thatu.rıeedto be reordered and notifıes the production
management system accordingly. In tum, the system initiates one or more purchase
requests to the appropriate suppliers'

order entry systems all without any humarı

involvement.

1.4 The Web Services Value Proposition

heterogeneous resources,
both within enterprises and between trading partners. In tum, by reducing integration
costs, enterprises can undertake a wider range of integration efforts, including initiatives
that could not previously be cost-justified.

AWeb

&o-rAa~tA

mtrırm!'lt1C\n and services from
routine tasks more

multiple

systems in order to calculate a

efficiently, for exanıpıe, avvt:::föıug
business unit' s profıt and

Because Web services are self-contained and-modular, they can be reusedfor mültiple
purposes. For.example, an enterprise's shipping'staüıs service can be invokedbythe sales
order system.and the customer care system.
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Support for Federated Identity Management:
Web services play a key role in solutions for federated identity management. A federated
approach to identity rnanageınent enables enterprises to enhance the user experience by
providing sing-le sign-on (SSO) and seamless navigation across multiple domains. The
business · benefits of Web services are well understood. These includerfaster time-to
market for new applications and services, reduced business process costs and reduced
partnering costs. Gartner Research predicts that the delivery of software thrôtığha
subscription-based hosting model.will eveıittıally eliminate the need for most softwaretö
be licensed and sold in physical packaging.

In turn, this will greatly reduce IT costs related to software distribution and maintenance.
In addition to these gains, enterprises will implement new business ı;nodels and
innovative

offerings that attract new customers,

enhance revenue .· and · provide a

competitive advantage.

1.5Web
There is a strong

to' bring Web services into the mainstream

ıııuıııı;;ıımuı

of network computing. There are many proposals that have been put forth and are in
Various stages of review by two key standards bodies: the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) and the Organization for the Advancement ofStructured Information Standards
(OASIS).

outpouring has been so ğteatthatW3C is looking at mechanisms for determining which
of these proposals are tmly foundational and which are more suitably developed by
communities of interest. Web services have also .inspired a high level of cooperation
among technology vendors. For example, Microsoft and IBM have developed a proposal
fora Global XML Web Services Architecture(GXA).
Support for Web services is further reflected in vendors' product strategies. Virtually all
major hardware and software vendors have comrnitted to introducing Web services
Technology into their offerings.
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While enterprises are carefully weighing all their technology investments, the pace of
Web services irnplernentations is beginning to gain speed. As Forrester Research notes,
"early adopters", such as Ford are using Web services today to solve problerns that
traditional EAI and B2Bi products carı't tackle cost-effectively: Iower-volume integration
between departrnental apps and autornated exchanges with srnall suppliers.

1.6 Familiar Challenges with Some New 'Iwists
Despite the rapid progress being made indeveloping

Web services technology, security

remains a pressing concem. Security is the number one Inhibitor of Web services
adoption. Perhaps, this should come as no surprise, given that many enterprises have only
rnade modest progress in securing their existing e-business environments.

In many respects, the security challenges posed by Web services are similar to those
presented by the first generation of Web technology. At the highest level, the objective is
the same: to create a convenient and trusted e-business environment, where enterprises
and individuals can conduct communications, transactions and other business processes.

The underlying challenges are also the same:
• How do you scale security to protect a widening set of resources againstrinereasing
points of vulnerabiiity,

• How 'do you

other end of a network

11mııugc

connection.

user access to sensitive resources.

• How do you exert

In addressing these familiar challenges of distributed compufing, there are major new
twists, related to the ever-increasing scale and complexity of e-business.
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1.7 Scalability and Control of Seeurity Capabifüies

Today, mostlarge enterprises support dozens of major applications, each with its own
unique security implementation. The familiar result: multiple schemes for authenticating
users and managing access to Web applications. Inefficient and costly, these?islands of
security"

Also increase risk by forcing organizations.to.apply·security policies in a patchwork
manner, In the future, as Web services gain wide acceptance adding hundreds or even

thousands more discrete services to the enterpriss IT environment this already unwieldy
approach will be unsustainable.

In addition, the distributed nature of Web services makes it more difficult than ever to
enforce security policies. Asresearch points out, "WithCORBAand DCE, IT
Bosses could
developers

But with [new tools] novices are easily building and deploying Web services interfacesto
critical data and unknowingly exposing their fırms to security risks. Though it won't
happen tomorrow, Web services will eventually make it possible to address these
challenges by creating a unified securityinfrastructure·that fiınctions muchlike a utility,
delivering securityservices.•tô be công'l1111ed,byothef\Meb>services
across the· enterprise
and between trading partfiefs. .As

a :tesu.ıt; 1#·6ve11(dtpabifities··such as authentication,

authorization and encıyptioıı.services willbe applied in new ways to protect a much
wider set of resources than is possible today.
1.7.1 Authentication

and Authorization

In this domain, there are severaIchallenges that11eedto.be addressed.
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• In today's enterprise environments, the existence of multiple authentication schemes
which

typically

result

in multiple .identities

for one

individual

create

major

interoperability problems while also thwarting efforts to centrally .manage user identities.

• Current authentication and authorization solutions focus largely onhuınan,..machine
interactions. The growth of machine-to-machine interactions .requires mechaııishıs ·for
Web services to establish trust with each other, yvith support for multiple ıııethods,
including

public

key,

SAML

and

perhaps

Kerberos-based

authentication

.arıd

authorization. [Ref l J

• The demand for federated identity and single sign-on (SSO) solutions creates an
additional setof.challenges.

1.7.2 Confidentiality and Integrity
Current

well-developed

private networks. In
addition to safeguarding .cônfidetı.tıa.lity through encryption, these solutions enable
recipients to authenticate the sender, via digital signatures, and verify text integrity to
ensure a document has not been tampered with. [Ref 1]

Because Web services can easily aggregate information from multiple sources, they
present more complex security challenges. For example, a transaction may require that
digital signatures

and encryption

to be applied by multiple parties to different

informational components within a service and at different points within a multi-tier
system.

1.8 Securjty Mechanisms for Web Services
With the first generation of e-business technologies, many enterprises made the decision
to "implementnow and secure Iater." Wiser now, enterprises realize that addressing
fundamental security challenges is one of the prerequisites for the long-term success of
Web services and e-business.
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For this reason,. they are urging vendors to accelerate the development of security
standards into-the Web services framework and vendors are responding. As of mid-year
2002, approximately 30 key standards relating to security and reliabilitywere

in various

stages of development, review and approval. In addition, major vendors have pledged
support for open security standards and promised.to build security into theirmainstream
products. Some ofthese core security standards are.summarized below,

1.9 Reduce Risk by Providing Network Security
Enterprises that are considering a Web services implementation need to make security an
integral part of their planning efforts. üne way to reduce the risk and complexity of
deploying this new technology is to start with an application that can be easily secured
using existing capabilities.

For example, point-to-point, interactions between

two

companies can be authenticatedand protected using VPNıorSSI.:Jsessions.

From a

involves

communication in a peered

three-way

example would be a portal or business

exchange, where <lata needs to be passed from one trading partner to another, through a
third party. Because information crosses multiple security domains, point-to-point
security is .inadequate; beyond the fırst "hop," information will be exposed. At a
minimum, an enterprise will want .to, implement.

ws.. Security to. ensure the privacy and

integrity

With experience gained frorn these types
to address more sophisticated security challenges. For example, with a SAML--based
security application,

a company can readily transfer information from its diverse

authentication systems to its Web access management system, facilitating centralized
management of user access privileges. Similarly,.aSAML-based
partners to federate user identity and authentication
providing single sign-on.
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systeniertables trading

inforınation föh/the purpose of

1.10 Workwith a Trusted Provider
Another way to help ensure thesuccess ofa Web services irnplernentation is to work with
a trusted providersone who combines a proven track record for irnplementing e-business
security solutions · with a strong knowledge

of emerging Web: services security

technologies.RSA Security is uniquely qualifiedin this respect. RSA Security is the rnost
trusted name in e-security. The cornpany offers a cornprehensive and well-provenset of
solutions including authentication, Web access managernent and developer solutiôns for
organizations that need to create trusted busirıess processes in traditional e-business
environrnents.

RSA Security is moving quickly to rnake these sarne capabilities available in the Web
services environment For example, RSA Cornpany has been a significant contributor in
the development of security standards for Web servıces,
specification for exchanging authentıcatıon
on a non
,..,,.,.,.,.,,,...ı-

for the WS-

As these and other standards for Web services security evolve, RSA Security is fully
committed to incorporating thern into the cornpany's offerings. In turn, enterprises can
create an envıronrnent of authenticated, private and legally binding electronic transactions
and commıınicatiôris .

through its involvement in the Liberty Alliance, RSA Security is helping to
ı.avııua.u;,

the practical application of Web services security capabilities in commercial

expertise ın
va.uvıı,

access rights management, <lata privacy
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1.11 Su m m ar y
Many people feel the Intemet is not seçure;uı;;ı.;au::.ı;:;

is a public network. It is true that

connecting an intemal network to the

expose the intemal systems of a

company to very considerable risks. The
over the Intemet may result in the

ofa documentbetween

uaı.ı::.ım;:);:)
ı.,a;:);:)mh

two parties

through halfa dozeri ııetworks, each

managed by different organizations.

In order to address security properly, it is uı;:;uı;:;::.::.cıı
solution from the beginning. Security

build it into the
vVll;:)lUvlvU

seriously whenever

information is sent or received :from enterprise systems and when interfaces to the
systems are built.

Security concerns can be divided into concerns
information and uau::.au

Information and transaction seourity schemes such' as secret key encryption and public
key encryption are used to ensure the privacy, integrity and confidentiality ofbusiness
Transactions and messages.
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CHAPTER
SECURE SOCKETS

TWO

LAYERS AND TRANSPORT

LAYER

SECURITY

2.1 Ov e rv iew
Understanding SSL requires an understanding

of cryptographic algorithms, message

digest functions (also known as one-way'or hash functions), and digital signatures.
SSL is a protocol using different cıyfüpğraphic algorithms to implement security using
authentication .with ceriificates,

session key exchange algorithms,

encryption and

integrity check. Itis a>common protocol, often used to ensure that the communication
between WWW-server and WWW-client

is secure.

v3.0
has been developed by Netscape with opinions from several industrial companies and

Algodth.ms
LHl,H.:>.l.vl

•ııı•v.na,,,,_., ıHJ,VH,UU.LlVU

sorne money. Alice
such as her bank

crvntocranhic algorithm, a
chnique that would transform her message into an encrypted form, ı.tnreadable e:x:cxpt
the message may only be

,y those it is intended for. ünce

the

rough the use of a secret key.
:ryptographic algorithms make it so

uu.ı.ıvun

worth their effort.

'here are two categories of cryptographic algorithms: conveı:ıti9ti:xland public key.
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2.2.1 Co nv ent i on a.l Cryptograp.ny
Conventional cryptography, also knownassyı:nmetric cryptography, requires the sender
and receiver.to share a key: a secret pieceôfinformation that may be usedto encrypt or
decrypt a message. If'this key is secret, thetı:tıöbödy other than the sendeförreceiver may
read the message. If Alice and the bankknowasecret key, then they may seficl.eaclfother
private messages. The task of privately .e,hôösinğia key before communicating, h&wever,
can be problematic.

2.2.2 Pu b lf e Key Cr yp to
Public key cryptography, also knowrrias asymmetric cryptography, solves the key
exchange problem by defining an algorithm which uses two keys, each ofwhich may be
used to encrypt a.message, If one key is used to. encrypt a messagethen theiôthefrtıustbe
user to decrypt ~.•..IT'h~n

=nlr"n

~ .•.

ıuc;::.::.at:Sı;;::.

to the owner ofa

key-pair (the bank), by encrypting it using their public key. Only the bank will be able to
decrypt it.

2.3 Ce
signed it and ensured the

Although

communicating with
key she is usıng

the bank. This

corresponds to the bank's private key. Similarly, the bank also needs to verify
message signature really corresponds-to ..Alice's signature .

.If each party has a certificate which
and is signed by a trusted agency,

they are

communicating with whorn they think they are.

called a

Certificate Authority (CA), and certificates are used for

14

auuıı;;nuvmıuu.

2.4 Public

Key Lnf'r as t r uc tu r e (PKI)

A PKI (public key infrastructure) enables users ofa basically unsecured public network
such as the Internet to securely and privately exchange <lata and moneyzhrough the use of
a public anda private cryptographic key pair that is obtained andsharedithröüğhatrusted
authority. The public key infrastructure provides for a digital certificatethatca'.ıiidentify
an individual of an organization and-directory services that can. stere ari.dffyhen
necessary, revoke the certifıcates. Although the components of a PKI are generally
understood,

a number of differentı verıdôr apprôaches

and services are emerging.

Meanwhile, an Internet standard for PKI is being worked on.
The public key infrastructure assumes the use of public key cryptography, which is the
most commonmethod on the Intemet for authenticating a message sender or encrypting a
message. Traditional cryptography has usually involved the
secret key for .the encryption .and

ti1"1"7<>f P

key

someone

system has
else, ını::::s::m.gı::::s;ı.;ı:ııı
the Intemet.

(The private key

system is sometimes known as symmetric cryptography and the public key system as
asymmetric cryptography).

A public key infrastructure consists of:

1. A certificate
1111.ııuuc;:, the

public key Of information about the public key

A registration authority (RA) that acts as the verifier for the certificate authority before

Digital certificate is issued to a requestor

more directories where the certificates (with their pü.blickeys)are held

15

ııumuı;;;ı

of products are offered that enable a oompany or group .of companies to

:m:ıpıement a PKI. The acceleration of e-cornmerce and busiııess--to~bu.siriess commerce
Irıternet has increased the demand for PKLsolutions. Related ideasafethe-virtual
uuvmı;;;

network (VPN) and the IP Security (IPsec) staııdard. Among PK.Ileadersar.e:

1.

RSA, which has developed the ilıai:rtalgörithmsused

2.

Verisign, which acts as a certificate authority and sells software that allows a

by PKI vendors

company to create its own certificate authorities

3.

GTE Cyber'Irust,

4.

Xcert, whose

and

revocation status of certificates

ona server, using the Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP)

5. Netscape, whose Directory Server product is said to support 50 million objects
and process 5,00Ö queries a second; Secure E-Commerce,

which allows a

cornpany or extranet manager to manage digital certificates; and Meta-Directory,
which can connect all corporate directo.ries into a single directory for security
management.

.5 Ce r t if'ie a te Co n ten ts
certificate associates a public key withthe reaLiderıtity of an individiıal, server, or
other entity, known as the subject As shôwri iıitlie fableôelôw,it1forII1atiort about the
subject includes identifying information (the distinğuished rıanıe), aridthe public key. It
also includes the identification and signature of the Certificate.1\.uthority that issued the
certificate, and the period of time during which the certificate is valid. It may have
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additional informatiorı (or extensions) as well . as administrative infonnation for the
Certificate Authority's use, such as a serial'nümber,
Distinguished Name, Public Key
Distinguished1Na:nıe, S ignature
Not Before Date, Not After Date

Period ofVafüfüy:
Administrative Information;

l Version,

Serial Number

Basic Constraints, Netscape Flags, ete.

Extended Informatton:

Table 1: Cer ti fi cat e Authority

2.5.1 Dfs t ing u is heü Name
A distinguished name is
individual might

DNField
Common Name

J Abbreviation
.i

CN

!

Descripti.on

Example

l

Name being certifıed

CN=Joe Average

Name is associated with this

O=University of

o

Organizational
Unit

l

1

1

Countıy

j

l

such as a

l
ı

i
1

OU=Institute of

j Computer Science

department
in this city

L

ity/Locality

State/Province

ou

Bern

ST

1

C

j Name is located in
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C=CH

(ISO

Table2: Distinguished

code)

Name

Certificate Authority may define a

which distinguished field names

e optional, and which are required.

place requirements upon the fıeld

· ontents, as may users of certificates.

a Netscape browser requires that

he Common Name for a

has a name which matches a

ildcard pattern for the domain

as *.unibe.ch.

. 5.2 ASN.1 no ta rio n, BER
'he binary format ofa certificate is defined using the ASN.1 notation. This notation
Iefineshow to specify the contents, and encoding
anslated into binary form.
istinguished ı...,uvv,

••,u,=.. ",ıııı:::;"'

.6 Ce r t if'i c a te Au th o r if ies

fırst verifying the information in a certificate request before granting the certificate,
e Certificate Authority assures the identity of the private key owner ofa key-pair, For
stance, if

Authority must first make

ethatAlice
.6.1

Ce.r t if'Ie at e Ch a in s

Certifıcate Authority may also issue a certificate for another
en examining a certificate, Alice may need to examine
h parent Certifıcate Authority, until
:y decide to trust only certificates with
11

certificate in the chain.
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·------

2.6.2

Cr e a rin g a Ro o t-Lev el CA.

As noted earlier, each certificate requires an Issuer to assert the validity of the identity of
the certifıcate subject, up to the top-level Certificate Authority (CA). This presents a
problem: Since this is who vouches for the certifıcate of the top-level authority, which
has no issuer? In this unique case, the certificate is "self-signed", so theissuer of the
certifıcate is the same as the subject. As a result, one must exercise extra care itıtı-u.stiııg a
self-signed certifıcate. The wide publıcatien .of a public key by the root authority reduces
the risk in trusting this key - it. Wöııldl)e .öbviôııs if someone else publicized a key
claiming to be the authority. Brovvsers

ate pfecorıfigüred

to trust well-known certificate

authorities.

It is also possible to create your own Certificate Authority. Although risky in the Internet
environment, it may be useful within an Intranet where the organization can easily verify
the identities of individuals and servers.

2.6.3
Establishing

responsibility

a Certifıcate

which reqııires

a solid

administrative, technical, and management framework. Certificate Authorities not only
issue certificates, they also manage them - that is, they determine how long certificates
are valid, they renew them, and they keep lists of certifıcates that have already been
issued but are.ııq.Jongeryalid (Certifıcate Revocation Lists, or CRLs). Say Alice is
entitled to a certificate as aµe111ploy~!~~:co~satıy.gaytoo,
be revoked when AliceJ€:layesthecompl:}tıyJSincecertificates

that the certificate needs to
are objects that get passed

~ound, it is impossible to tel1 from the certifıcate alone that it has been revoked. When
e:xamining certifıcates for validity, therefore, it is necessary to contact the issuing
Çertifıcate Authority to check CRLs - thisis not usually an automated partoftlıe pr()çe:ss.

SSL Pr-o t o c o l
L is placed on top of the TCP!IP layer and

this layer is

metimes called secure transport layer. To set up a SSL conrte:ytion,a TCP/IP connection
be established first as SSL uses the primitives of TCP /lP. The SSL connection can
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TCP/.IP connection in which all

TCP
IP
Subnet

capabilities address fundamental concerns about communication over the Intemet
other TCP/.IP networks:

• SSL server au:dbeıııticatiôn

client software Can USe

i:>l<tHU<tlU

<rPnrPr'<r
lv'-'HHU-t

identity. SSL- enabled

of public-key cryptography to check that a

server's certificate and public ID are valid .and have been issued by a certifıcate authority
(CA) listed in theclient's list of trusted CAs. This confirmation might be important.ifthe
user, for example, is sending a credit card number over the network and wants to check
the receiving server's identity.
• SSL client authenticationallôAArs\ıı?serveftocoııfıfntattser's identity. Using the same
techniques as those used for servet atithentication, SSL-enabled server software can
check that a client's certificate arid public ID are valid and have been issued by a
certifıcate authority (CA) listed .in the server's list of trusted CAs. This confirmation
might be important if the server, for example, is a bank sending confıdeııtial financial
informationto a customer and wants to check the recipient's identity.
• .An encrypted SSL connection requires all införmation seatsbetween a client and a
to be encrypted by the sending software and decrypted by the receiving software,
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thus providing a high: degree of cortfidentiality. Confidentiality is important for both
parties to any private transaction. In addition, all data sent over an encrypted SSL
connection · is prötected
automatically

with a-mechanism

determining

whether

the

for detecting tampering - that is, for
data

has

been

altered

in

transit,

AH the. calls.froın the application Iayer to the TCP layer are replaced with calls to the SSL
layer, and the SSL layer will take care ofthe communication with the TCP layer. SSL
itself is actually divided again into two different layers as showed below.

Protocol l Handshake protocol

Change Cipher Specification
SSL recordlayer
TCP layer

used to transmit data. The SSL handshake
protocol involves using the SSL record protocol to exchange a series of messages
between an SSL-enabled server and an SSL- enabled client when they fırst establish an
SSL connection. This exchange of messages is designed to facilitate the following

• Authenticate the

Allow the client and server to select the cryptographic algorithms, or
oth support,

Optionally authenticate the client to the server.

Use public-key encryption techniques to generate shared secfets.
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e Establish an encrypted SSL connection.

In the SSL Record layer the messages are divided/combined to fit within the payload of
SSL records, a MAC is created and then thewhole record layer message is encrypted
with the secret key algorithm agreed upon. The substance of the SSL records will be:
content type, protocol version number, length, <lata payload, message authentication code
(MAC, provides for <lata integrity). The messages are the sent to the other peer through a
TCP/JP connection.

SSL record forman
Record Type j Version MSB I Version LSB J LengthMSB j Length LSB
Ciphertext (length bytes)

• Types: handshake, alert (close ), data, rekey

transitions

in ciphering

strategıes. The protocol consists ofa sirigle.trl.essage, Which is encrypted and compressed
der the current (not the pending) CiperSpec. The message consists ofa single
lue 1. The change cipher specifıcation message is sent by
tify the receiving party that subsequent records
gotiated CipherSpec and keys.

Aiert Pr o to e o l
type. Alert

of the content types supported by the SSL
sage corıvey the severity ofthe message anda
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rlPC!f'rıntır.n

alert. Alert messages

with 'a level of "fatal" result in the immediate termination of the connection. in this case,

other connection corresponding to the session ınay continue, but the session identifıer
must be invalidated, preventing the failed session from being used to establish new
connections. Lik:e other messages, alert messages are encrypted and>ooınpressed, as
specifıed by the current connection state.

2.10 Crp he r s Used w i th SSL
The SSL protocol supports the use ofa variety of different cryptographic algorithms; or
ciphers, for use in operations such as authenticating the server and client to each other,
transmitting certifıcates, and establishing session keys. Clients and servers may support
different cip her suites, or sets of ciphers, depending on factors such as the version of SSL
they support, company policies regarding acceptable encryption

:::.uc;ıı;.;uı,

restrictions on export • of SSL--enabled software.
handshak:e protocol deterthiries
they will use to .auuıeuucaıe

The cipher suite descriptions thatfollowrefer to these algorithms:

1.DES. Data Encryption Standard, an encryption algorithm used by the

DSA. Digital Signature Algorithm, part ofthe digital authentication standard used by
e US. Government.

5_. Message Digest algorithm developedbyR.ivest.

C2 and RC4. Rivest encryption ciphers developed
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algorithm for both encryption and authentication. Developed by

exchange. A key-exchange algorithm for SSLbasedcôııtheRSAalgorithm.

Secure Hash Algorithm, a hash function used by the US.

A classifıed symmetric--keyalğorithmimplemented

in

mpliant hardware used by the US. Goverııtrieııt(For more information, see
ORTEZZA CipherSuites.)

lO.Triple-DE~. DES applied three times.
ey-exchange .algorithms like KEA and
rver and client
most

commonly

SSL 2.0

cipher suites.
clients

servers. When a particular client and server exchange informaticnsdüfinğ-the SSL
ndshake, they identify the strongest enabled cipher suites they have in coın.rnôn.andu.se

cisions about.which cipher suitese.paracularorganrzaıion

decides to enable.depend on

e-offs among the sensitivity ôf the data involv~d, the speed of the cipher, and the
licability of export rules.

[ganızanons want to disable the weaker ciphers to prevent SSL connections withwea.k.e:r
ryption. However, due to government restrictions on
ger than 40-bit encryption, disabliııg. supportför
access to network browsers
involved hasa special Global Server ID
to stronger encryption).
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to

To serve the largest possible range of users, it's .administrators may wish to enable as
broad a range of SSL cipher suites as possible. That way, when .a domestic client or
server is dealing with another domestic server or client, respectively, it will negotiate the
use of the strongest ciphers available. And when an domestic client or server is dealing
with an international server or client, it will negotiate the use of those ciphers that are
permitted under U.S. export regulations.

2.11 Cip he r Surres with RSA Key Exchange
Unless otherwise indicated, all ciphers listed in the table are supported by both SSL 2.0
and SSL 3.0. Cipher suites are listed from strongest to weakest; for more information
about the way encryption strength is measured, see Key Length and Encryption Strength.
Cipher suites supported by the SSL protocol that use the RSA key-exchange algorithm
Strongest cipher suite: This cipher suite is appropriate for barıks and other institutions
that handle

• Triple
Triple DES is
DES uses a key three times as long'asthe keyfor standard DES.

nı:;ı.;ctu::ıı:;

large, there are more possible keys than for any other cipher -

•••1-ı·nno-

cipher suites: These cipher suites support encryption that is strong enough for

with 128-bit encryption and Mb5 message authentication. Because the RC4 and
C2 ciphers have 128-bit encryptio'n, they are the second strongest next to
ata Encryption Standard),

ciphers are the fastest

with 128-bit encryption and MD5 ınessage

LHvHLH,;Q.HVU;

.uc;ı.,au:>v

2 ciphers have 128-bit encryption, they are the second strôııgest
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the RC4 and

to Triple DES

(Data Encryption Standard), with 168-bit encryption. RC4 and RC2 128-bıt encryption
permits approximately 3.4

*

1038 possible keys, making them very difficult to crack.

RC2 ciphers are slower than RC4 ciphers.
This cipher suite is supported by SSL 2.0 but not by SSL 3.0.

• DES, which supports 56-bit encryption,<with SHA-1 message authentication. DES is
stronger than 40-bit encryption, butııöta.s Ströng as 128-bit encryption. DES 56-bit
encryption permits approximately 7.2* 1016pössible keys. lE Both SSL 2.0 and SSL 3.0
support this cipher suite, exceptthaf.SSE2.0ı:ı.ses

MD5 rather than SHA-1 for message

authentication.

Exportable cipher suites: These cipher suitesare not as strong as those listed above, but
may be exported.to most countries (nete -that France perrnits them for SSL but not for
SIMIME). They provide the ströngestehcryption/available

for exportable products. Note

r.ntntıAn"<111eans the keys are still 128
bits

• RC4 with 40-bit encryptionand MD5

1111;;::s::sagc:; auuıeııı.ıısauuu.

permıts approximately 1.1 * 1012 (a trillion) possible keys. RC4
supported ciphers.

.ınessage/atıtııetıtıcatıon. RC2 40-bit encryption
approximately 1

ciphers are slower than

ciphers.

eakest cipher suite; This
o encryption. Server administrators
ta sent using this cip her suite is not
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• No encryption, MD5 message authentication only. This cipher suite uses MD5 message
authentication to detect tampering. It is typically supported in case a client and server
have none ofthe other ciphers in common.

2.12 FORTEZZA

Cjp he r Su ite s

The list below lists additional cipher suites supported by Netscape prödıicts with
FORTEZZA for SSL 3.0. It provides a hardware implementation oftwo classified ciphers
developed by the federal govemment: FORTEZZAKEA

and SK1PJACK. FORTEZZA

ciphers for SSL use ·• the Key Exchange Algorithm (KEA) instead of the RSA key
exchange algorithm'nrentioned

in the preceding section, and use FORTEZZA cards and

DSA for client a;ıitheııtication. Strong FORTEZZA

cipher suites: Permitted

for

deployments within-the'Bnited States only. These cipher suites support encryption-that is
strong enough for.most business or government needs.

• RC4 with 128-bit encryption and SHA-1 message authentication. Like RC4 with 128bit encryption and MD5 message authentication, this cip her is one of the second strongest
ciphers after Triple DES. It permits approximately 3.4

*

101''38 possible keys, making it

diffıcult to crack This cipher suite is supported by SSL 3.0 but not by SSL 2.0.

RC4 with SKIPJACK 80-bit encryption and

key
most

usıng the

recent

3.0 but not by SSL

implementations do not. This

- Weakest FORTEZZA cipher suite: This cipher suite provides authenticatıon
detection but no encryption. Server adrriinistrators must be
owever, because data sent using this cipher suite is not

"""runtPrl

eavesdroppers.

SHA-1 message authentication
detect tampering.
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message

2.13 Handshake

Pr oto c ol

The SSL protocol uses a combination of public-key and symmetric key encryption.
Symmetric key encryption is much faster.tha:ı:ı public-key encryption; but public-key
encryption.provides better authentication techniques. An SSL sessionalwayshegins with
an exchange of messages called the SSLhatı;dshake. The handshake allowstheserverto
authenticate itself to the client using public-key techniques, then allows the clientandthe
server to cooperate in the creation. ofi.symmetric keys used for rapid encryptio:ı:ı;
decryption, and .tamper detection dtı.riııg the session that follows. Optionally, the
handshake

also

allows the

client to

authenticate

itself to

the

server.

During the handshake there is a negotiation of what Cipher Suite to use during <lata
transfer, establishment and sharing of the session key
optionally authentication of the peers. The

vwuvı

for Key ExcbangexDaıa 'Iransfer.and
;:,c;uuıg;:,,

1. The
+vmniMfa

randomly

with the client

using SSL.
The server sends the client the server's SSL version number, cipher settings, randomly
generated data, and other information the client needs to communicate withthe seıver
over SSL. The servet also sendsits own certificate and, if the client .is requesting a
server resource that requires clienta:utheııticatiörifrequests

the client's certificate.

The client uses some of theiirifôrrrıati6tis~nt<byitheiserverto

authenticate the server

(see Server Authentication for details). If the server cannot be authenticated,
is wamed of the problem and informed that an erıcrypted and
connection cannot be established. Ifthe server can be successfully aüthenti
client goes on to Step 4.
Using all <lata generated in the handshake so far, the
server, depending on the cipher being used) creates

the

encrypts it with the server's public key (obtained

certificate,

;:,ı;:;;:,;:,ıvıı,

in Step 2), and sends the encrypted premaster secret
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hasrecıuested client authetıticatip1:{(anqptional

step in the handshake),

also signs another piece ofdafafhafis uriique to this handshake and known
both the client and server. In this case the client sends both the signcd data and the
urn,aLt;;

to the server alonğwith the encrypted premaster secret.

If the server has requested client authentica.tiôn,the servet attempts to authenticate the
client (see Client Authentication

cannot be authenticated, the

sessıon is terminated. If the

private key to decıypt the premaster
the client alsô petforıns,
mastersecret; Aftetthe

uuı;:,t,;;;ı

the premaster secret will be

immediately erased from memorv
Both the client and the server use the master secret to generate the session keys,
aresyınınetric keys used to e11çryptjncfdeprypt information exchanged during
the SSL session and to verify its integrity " that is, to detect any changes in the data
between

SSL connection.
rnessages from the
sends · a .separate (encrypted)

message indicating that the client portiorı ofthe handshake is finished.
The server sends a message to the client informing it that future messages from the
server will be encıypted with the session key. It then sends a separate (encrypted)

begun. The client and
send to each other
and to validate its
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(*)_Optional _messages
Fjgl . .ttancısnaırn Prnm,...rıı

It's important to nôte fhatl:5ôffiii6lienfand server authentication involve encrypting some
piece of <lata with one key ofa pııblic-private key pair and decrypting it with the other
key:

the premaster secret with the
decrypt the secret,
the public key is in fact
the server cannot decrypt the
required for the session, and the
will be terminated.

private key - that is, it creates a digital
f'Prt1-ttf"<>tP

can correctly validate the digital signature only
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client's
correspondıng private

Otherwise, the server cannot validate the digital signature and the session

Hs:ınrlch<ıln:,

K·P.«<ııP.~t~

Protocol in Deep [Ref 5J

The hello request message ınay

will

it is required to send the client hello
its first message. The client canalso send a client hello response to a hello request or
own initiative in order'to renegotiate the security parameters in an existing
vvıuu,vuvu.

The-structııre of the client hello is as follows.

struct {

SessionID session _id;
CipherSuite cipher _suites<2 . .2;\ 16-1>;
CompressionMethod compression _methods<2 .. 2A8-l >;
} ClientHello;

rver Bello: The

responds with either a

andshake_failure alert or server hello message.

struct {
ProtocolVersion server version;
Randoın random;
SessionID session jd;
CipherSuite cipher_suites<2 .. 2Al6-l>;
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CompressionMethod

compression _methods<2

. .2A8-1 >;

} ServerHello;

Server Certificate: If the server is to be authenticated
server sends-its certificate

immediately

certificate type must be appropriate

case), the

foUôyvin.gthe server hello messağe.iThe

for thi3selected

algorithm, and is generally an X.509.v3Cettificate
case ofFORTEZZA).

(which is generaily.the

The same messağe1:ype

cipher suite's key exchange
(ora modified X.509 certificaıe in the

will be used forthe client's response to a

certificate requestrtıessage.
opaque ASN.1 Ceı:t<lt.2A24-1 >;

struct {
ASN.1 Cert certificate _list<l .. 2024--.l>;
} Certificate;

sent by the server if
KEAkey
:xchanges is used .. This message is not used

.if the server certificate contains Difiie

ellman parameters.

select{KeyExchanğeAlğô'rithm)
case diffıe hellman:
ServerDHParams params;
Signature signed_params;
case rsa:
ServerRSAParams params;
Signature signed_params;
case fortezza kea:
ServerFortezzaParams params;
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{

};
} ServerKeyExchange;

Certificate Request;
the client,

server can optionally request a certifıcate from
.,.,,ı;;,.,u;;;u

an anonymous server

cipher suite, If is fatal handshake failure alert for

client identifıcation.

struct {
certifıcate_types<l .. 2A8-l>;
certifıcate_authorities<3 . .2AI6-1 >;

message is sent by the server to indicatethe
uıı;;;:,;:,agı;;;:,.

After sending this message the server

will wait for a

Client Cerfificate;

client can send after receiving a server
sent ifthe server requests a certificate. If no
send a no certifıcate alert instead. This
,,.,.,pvııu

with a fatal handshake failure

cerntıcate message is similar to the

on which public key
excfümg:e message.

(KeyExchangeAlgorithm)

{

case rsa: EncryptedPreMasterSecret;
case diffie_hellman: · Clientlsiffiellellm .... uı
case fortezza_kea: FortezzaKeys;
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} exchange _keys;
ClientKeyExchange;

Certificate Verify: This message is used to provide ...,a,J,,,.,,.
certificate. This message is only sent following any client
capability.

struct {
Signature signature;
} Certificate Verify;

Finished: A finished message is always
message to verify that the key exchange
The finished message ·
secrets. No
sending
finished messages

opaque md5jhash[ 16];
opaque sha hash[2Q]9
} Finished;

2.14 Server

Authentication

SSL always requires server authentication, or
server's identity. As explained in
client a certificate to authenticate
authenticate the identity the certificate

vıa.uıı,.:,

through these steps to authenticate a
Is today's date within the vaiidity period? The client checks the server certificate1s
validity period. Ifthe current date and time are outside of that range, the
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authentication process won't go any further. Ifthe current.date and time are within the
certificate's validity peri od, the client.goes on to Step 2.
the issuing CA a trusted CA? Each SSL-enabled clieııtfüaihtaiııs a list oftmsted
certificates. This list determines which server certificatestheclientwill accept. If
the distinguished name (DN) of the issuing CA matches the DN ôfa CA on the
client's list of trusted CAs, the answer to this question is yes, and the clieııtğoes on to
Step 3. If the issuing CA is not on the list, the server will not be autheııticafedüriless
the client can verify a certificate cbainending.ina CA thatis on the list,
the issuing CA's public keyvalidatetlıeissuer'sdigitalsignature?

The client

uses the public key from the CA's · certificate (which it found in its list of trusted CAs
in step 2) to validate the CA's digital signature on the server certificate being
presented. If the information in the server certificate has

signed

ı.,ııaııgcu

the CA or-if the CA certificate's public
used by the CA to ·

client has

ıs

It is the client's

responsibility to take Step 4 before Step 5.
Does the domain name in the serven's eertificate match the domain name efsthe
itself? This step confinns that the server.is actually located at the same
address specified bythe.domainname in.theserver certificate.Although step
is not technically part ôftheSSLiprôtocöl,iit.prQyidesthe only protection against a
of security attack known

as a Man:..iiı--the.:..Middle?attack.Clients

step and must refuse to authenticate the servef.öfestablish a
domain names don't match, If the serve;r's actual.domain name

must perform

wurnov

rnatvuc;)

in the server certificate, the client goes oııtoStep 5.

and the user will be warned
,,...,,..,...,,,_+.c,,.ı and authenticated connection cannot

an
requıres

authentication, the server performs the steps described inClient Authentication.
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6. After the steps described here, the server must successfully use its private key to
decrypt the premaster secret the client · sends in Step 4 of The SSL Handshake.
Otherwise, the SSL session will be terminated. This provides additional assurance
that the identity associated with the public key in the server's certificate-is in fact the
server with which the client is connected.

2.14.1

Man-in-the-MiddleAttack

As suggested in Step 4 above, the client.applicatiônmust

check the server domain name

specified in the servercertificate againsttheactuaFdömainname

of the server with which

the clientis attemptingto communicate. This stepis necessary to protect against aman-in
the middle attack, which works as follows.

The "man in the middle'' is a rogue program that mtP.rr.Antı;:

the client and a

The encrypted information exchanged atthe beginning ofthe SSL handshakeis actually
encrypted with the rogue program's public key or private key, rather than the client's or
foruse
the client. This allows
between the client and the real

server, but also to change the data without being detected, Therefore, it is extremeh
important for the client to check that the domain name in the server
corresponds to the domain name of .the server
ommunicate - in addition to

lJııı::uuuı.ı.

steps described in Server n..muı;;;ııuvauvıı.
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2.15 Client Authentication
SSL-enabled servers can be configured to require client authentication, or cryptographic
validation by.the server of the client's iderıtity. When a server configured this way
requests clientauthentication

(see Step 6 ôfThe SSL Handshake), therclient sends the

server both a certificate and a separate piec~iôfdigitally signed data to autherıticate itself
The server usesthe digitally signed datatoJvitlidate the public key in the cettifıcate and to
authenticate the identity the certificate clairrısCtpt~.present.

The SSL protocôlrequ.ires the clierttfoc-reateia.diğital

signature by creating a one- way

hash from data gen.ehıted randomly durirıgfthe han.dshake and known only to the client
and server. The b.ashofthe <lata is then encrypted with the private key thatcorresponds

to

the public key in.thecertifıcate being presentedto the server.

1.

matches the

and that the data has not been

tampered with since it was signed. At this point, however, the binding between the
public key and the DN specified in the certificate has not yet been established. The

certificate mighl,h,ıV~:'e: cr~~ted,~t'.~~~eone
attemptingto impeı:sonırte
the user.
To validate the binding betweetı the .public key and the DN, the server must also
complete Step 3 and Step 4. ·
Is today's date within the validity period? The server checks the certifıcate's
validity period. If the ourrent date and time are outside of that range, the
authentication process won't go any further. If the current date and time are within the
certificate's validity

ı.,ı;;;ııv,~.

Is the issuing CA a trusted
CA certificates. This list
DN of the issuing CA matches the DN ofa CA
answer to this question is yes, and the server goes
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CAs, the
issuing CA is

not on the list, the client will not be authenticated unless the server can veri:fy a
certificate chain ending in a CA tha;tis ôrithe list (see CAHierarchies

for details ).

Administrators can control which .certificates are trusted or notstrusted within their
organizations by controlling the lisfa ()J:'iC.A. certificates maiııtairı~cl.;hyclients and

servers.
Does the issuing CA's public key validate the issuer's digita] signature? The
server uses the public key from the CA's certificate (which it found in its list of
trusted CAs in Step 3) to validate the CA's digital signature on the certificate being
presented. If the information in the certifıcate has changed since it was signed by the
CA or if the public key in the CA certificate doesn't correspond to the private key
used by the CA to sign the certifıcate, the server won't authenticate the user's identity.
If the CA's digital signature can be validated,
a valid "letter of introduction" from that CA

this optional step
provides one way

a user's certificate even if it

passcs the tests in all the other steps. The Netscape Certifıcate Server can
automatically remove a revoked certifıcate from the user's entry in the LDAP
step will then refuse to
user's certificate in the
directory is

the SSL handshake, the

server goes on to step 6.
Is the authentieated client

authorized to access the ..,,,,,,••••.,+.oıı

server checks what resources the client is
access control lists (ACLs)
the server doesn't get to step 6 for
cannot be authenticated, and the user is
that require authentication.
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2.16 Vu ln e r ab if i t ie s
SSL v3.0 fixes vulnerabilities in v2.0: TheSSLv2 protocol has two known flaws. The
downgrade attack allows an active attacker. (öne who can change bits · in the messages
between client and server) to force an SSLv2 session to use weaker cipher.suites than
would ordinarily be negotiated, Since theSSLv2 handshake packets between the client
and server are not integrity checked, there's no way for the server to tel1 ifthe cipher suite
list has been modified. ünce the attacker'hasforced
suite,

the

attacker

can

use

the SSLv2 session into a vvealccipher

brufı::,.. förce techniques

to

crack

the

sınallrkeyi.

The truncatiorı attack allows an attacker to stop the SSLv2 sessi on without the server or
client knowing that the sessi on was st6pped by an attacker instead of by the other party. If
the attacker knows something about the stnıcture of the message and how it is sent in the
SSLv2 packets, he can use the truncation attack to change the

ıııc;aııuıg

For example, Alice the client is sending an order

of PBGX". Mark truncates her message to "buy 10,000 shares of PBG". Not being able to
tel1 that Alice's message was truncated, Bob will execute the order to buy 10,000 shares
Of PBG. If Alice is. unlucky, the price of PBG will be muchgreater than thatOfPBGX,
and Alice vvilthavetogoon.margin.to coverit. Atthefoast,·.she'll••be outthe. commission
d the opportunitycostOfı:ıOfbu.yiıig<l?llyXFwheti,sheiwantedto•do

so.

17Transport Layer Security {TLS)
temet commerce requires secure communications. To order goods, a vu,nvrnv,
nds credit card details. To order life insurance, the customer
•n.fidentialpersonal <lata. Internet users-would Iike to know
eavesdropping or alteration.

Web browsers protect transmissions using the orotöcöl
The client and server machines exchange nonces and
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Sockets
:,c;:,:,ıvu

keys from

TLS (Transport Layer Security) it

them. The latest version of the nrotoeoı

My proofs suggest that it is, but one

closely resembles SSL.3.0. Is TLS

rest of this paper, which describes how

should draw no conclusions
the protocotwas

rnodeled and what

n.-AnSHı

were proved. I have analyzed a much
to be secure.

simplified form ofTLS; I assume u;:ı.:>ıuuı-;

2.17.1 Overview ofTLS
and is nearly identical to SSL except

TLS is the successor to the
that it implements
"' an open, standat<is-based
0

more non--proptietary

rPr.P.nt

browser versions

work on the TLS protocol and
related applications.
Internetbrowsers use.security protocols to protect confidential messages. An inductive
are based
vı:;ııı:;ı.:>

or fıniteness. All the

to be secure even if old
changes to simplify the

S, even at an abstract level, is much more complicated than
earchers have. verified. Session keys are negotiated rather
otocol has many optional parts. Nevertheless, the resources neeueu
odest: six man-weeks of effort and three minutes
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A TLS handshake involves a client, sttchasa

World Wide Web browser, anda Web

serveı;. Below, I refer to the client as A/('Alice') and the server as B ('Bob'), as is
customary for .authentication protocols, especially since C and S often have dedicated
meanings in theliterature.

At the start· of a handshake, A contaets

B, supplying

response, B sends another nonce aridh.ispu.blic-key
possibilities ). ThenA generates

a session identifier aıid t:ı.oııce. In
certificate (my modeloı:rıits/other

a_pVii~1tter-secret, a 48-byte randorn string, and serıdsit

to B.encrypted with his public key . .;fl.qptionaUy sends a signed rnessage to authenticate
herself Now, both parties calculateth~mt:rster-secret M from the nonces and the pre
master-secret, using

secure pseudo-randôm-number

function (PRF). They calculate

sessiorı keys from the nonces and master-secret.

A full handshake is not always-necessary. At some later time, A can resumea session by
quoting an old session

along with a fresh nonce. If B is willing to resuı:rıe the
ııvm,ı;;;.

Bothparties compute fresh session
confirm this shorter

using finished

is highly complex. this version leaves out many details for the sake
Record formats, fıeld widths, cryptographic algorithms, ete. are
,ı;tU;)lli:tvL

analysis,
and failure messages are unnecessaı

server key exchange.message allows anonymous
but it is not an essential part ofthe protocol.
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;:,~;:,::,ıvıı;:,amvuı-;

serv.er

client

cerl(B)(b)

ı

m

L----------~
m
client eertlficate

ı

m

ı

1

iP/11(<::t;o,
ı· ·"'-}.,,

1

JıJI

The inductive method has many advantages. Its semantic
actions agents can perform, has few of'the peculiarities of
Iimits on the number of simultaneous

o:r resünıed

• sessions. rsaoeııe

Ilow the proofs to be generated with a moderate effort,
oof script runs in 150 seconds on a 3 OOMhz Pentium ...
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2.18 Summary

To transfer information privately arıd securely across the Internet, the Secure Socket
Layer (SSL) protocol was developed. This paper examines the SSLpro.tocol and details
how to irnprove the perfonnance and • scalability of Web sites by off-loading SSL
processing and object delivery from Web servers.
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CHAPTER THREE
RIVEST--ADI SHAMIR-LEONARD ADLEMi\.N(RSA)
ENCRYPTION
3.1 Overview
Encryption is the act of encoding text so that others not privy
mechanisrn (the "key") cannot understand the content of the text.
been the dornain of spies and diplornats, put recently it has rnoved into the
with the concern of the protection of electronic transmissions and digitally stored data.

3.2 Public Key Cryptography
üne ofthe biggest pfoblerns in cryptography is the
in the United States and
truly want to
and he can

using the sarne

key, or you

cipher, But it's also a
they rnight be stolen. If you send thern

cryptographically, and sorneone has broken your code, that person will also have the next
key. If you have to go to Europe regularly to hand-deliver the next key, that is also
expensive. If you hire sorne courier to deliver the new key, you have to trust the courier,
et cetera.

3.2.1 Trap-Door Ciphers
But imagine the following situation. Suppose you have a special
decoding that is "one way" in a sense. Imagine that the
decoding is very di:fficult. Then ,, •.. ,,,,.,...,,,.
person can decode it. Such rnethods
door ciphers".
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,ıııc,un,,u

ı:,ıı,,uuıı•><

Here' s how they work. For each cipher, there is a key for encoding anda different key for
decoding. If you know the key for decoding, it is very easy to make .the key for encoding,
but it is almost.impossibleto

dothe oppositetc-start with the encoding-keyand work out

the decoding key.
'

So to commıınicate with your friendiniEtirôpe,

each of you hasa trap door.cipher.You

make up a decoding key Da andgeneratethecorresponding encoding key Eayourfriend
does exactly the . samerthing, but he hıakes up a decoding key Db and generates the
corresponding encpfüng key Eh YoUteffhim Ea (but not Da , ) and he tells you Eh _
(but not Db) Thenyou can send himriıessa.ges by encoding using Eb__ (which only he
can decode)andvice-versa-he

encodes messages to you using Ea (which only you can

decode, since.youtre the only person with access to Da).

just' be published in a wellknown location. It's like saying, "If you want to send me a private message, encode it
using this key, and I will be the only person in the world who can read it" But be sure to
keep the decodingkey (the "private key") .secret,

3.2.2 Certifieatien
public keys are really

There is, of course,

anyone can -710rge· <a+message .to you. So your enemy can pretend to
and send you a messagejustlike your friend can-they both
key. Your enemy's inforınation can completely mislead you.
that a message • that says it is from your friend is really
way to do it, assuming that you both have-thc public
d as discussed in the previous section. Suppose I wish to
he can read, but ip such a way that he is certain that

Here's

to do it I will take my name, and pretend that it is an ertcödedtriessage, and decode
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it using Da I am the only person who can do this, since I am the only person who knows
Da Then I include that.text in the real message I wish to send, and I encode the whole
mess Using Eb whicleonlymy friend knowshôwto decode. When he receives it, he will
decode it using-Db and he will have a .nıessage .with an additional piece of what looks to
are what I got by "decoding" my name. So

him like jurık characters. The junk

Ea and makes certain that it is my name.

'he simply encodes the junk using

text that will encode to my name, he

Since I am the only one who
knows the message is from me.

We can encodearrytext for certifı.cı:ıfiô:ti;aridin fact, you should probably change it with
each message, but it's easy to do. Youffuessage to your friend would look like this:
"Attack at dawn,Here is my decoding of'ABCDEFG': 'JDLEODK'." To assure privacy,
for each message, changethe "ABCDEFG" · and the corresponding "JDLEODK".

doyou

It is based on the foUowing idea:

It is

multiply · numbers together, especially with computers ..But· it can be

very

and

99991, it

carouıau,ıı

But the reverse problem is n:ıuchhardef[Ref,2].

and 3453389167.

Stıppose I give you the number

1459160519. I'Il eventell youtfiat I'got it by plying together two integers. Can youtell
me what they are? This is a very difficult problem. A computer can
fairly quickly, but (although there are some tricks) it basically does
the possible combinations. For any size number, the computer
that is ofthe order ofthe size ofthe square-root
square-root is roughly 38000.
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Now it doesn't take a cornputer longto try out38000 possibilities,

but what if the nurnber

to be factored is not ten digits, but rather 400 digits? The square-root

ofa nurnber with

400 digits is a nurnber with 200 digits. The lifetirne of the universe

is approxirnately

10/18

seconds

factorizations

- an 18 digit nurnber.

Assurning

a cornputer

could test one .million

per second, in the Iifetime of the un iv erse it could check l 0/24 possibilities.

But for a 400 digit product,

there are 10/200

possibilities.

would have torun for l 0/176

times thelife of.the universe to factor the large ıfümber.

It is, however, nottoo hard to check toseeiffairiurnber.is
see that it cannotbefactored.

This means theicornputer

prime in other words to cheçk to

If it is nöt priıne, it is diffıcult to factor, but if it is prime, it

is not hard to show it is prime.

So RSA encryption

works like this. I will find two huge

have 100 or rnaybe 200 digits each.

that

J will

private key), and 1 will

p and q To get
diffıcult problem.

But exactly how is N used to encode a rnessage, and how are p and q used to decode it?
Below is presented a cornplete example, but I will use tiny prime nurnbers so it is easy to
follow the

real RSA encryption system, keep in mind that the prime

numbers are huge.

person B wants to use that key to send A a message. In this exarnple, we will
the message A sends to B is just a number. We assume that A and B
rnethod to encode text as numbers. Here are the steps:

1. Person A selects two prime numbers. We will use p=23
but keep in mind that the real numbers person A should use
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2. Person A multiplies p and q together to get pq= (23)(41)=943 ~ is the "public key",
which he tells to person B (and to the rest of the world, ifhe wishes).
3. Person A also chooses another number which must be relatively prime to (p-I )(q-1) In
this case, (p..l)(q-1)==(22)(40)=880 so e=Tis fine. E is also part of the public key, so B
also is töldthe value of e.
4. Now Bk11ows enough to encode a :ı:nessageto A. Suppose, for this example, that the
message is the number M=3 5
5. B calculates the C==Me (mod N)= 35?(lllôd 943) value of 357 =64339296875 and
6433929875(m91.~1?)=545.
the number 545 • is the encoding thafB se11ds to A
7. Now A wants to decede 545. To do so; he needs to find a number d such that ed= 1

(mod(p-J)(q'-lyjôrinthis case, such that 7d= l(mod 880).
A solution is d==503, since 7*503=3521=4(880)+1 =l(mod 880).
8. To find the decoding, A must calculate
like it will be a

we can calculate all the partial results

But since we only care

in that modulus, and by repeated squaring of 545, we can get all the exponents that are
5452 (mod943)

powers

= 545.545 = 297025(mod943)

Then square again:
2

943)=400

5454 (mod943) = 5452
and so on. We obtain the following table:
5451 (mod943)

= 545

5452(mod943)

= 923

(mod943) = 400
(mod943) = 633
(mod943) = 857
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= 923

54532(mod943) = 795
54564 (mod943)= 215
545128 (mod943)I
545256 (mod943) = 324
So the result.we want is:
545503{mod 943) = 324.18.215. 795.40Q.903.545(mod943) = 3 5.
Using this tedious{but simple forac6mputer) calculation.A can. decode B's message
and obtain theorigitıalmessageN=35

3.3.1 Simple Explamıtiıon of RSA
Let p and q be distinct large primes and let n be their product. Assume thatwe also
computed two integers, d (for decryption) and e (for
0(n)) where etn} is the

ııumuc;ı

kept

V

mwı:,-•

less than and

to a number by using either
the alphabet position of each letter

, b=02, ... , z=26) or using the standard ASCII

table. lf necessary (so that m<n), the message can be broken into several blocks.
The enchder comoutes and sends the number

To decode, we
el\dmodn
Now, since both n and e are public, the question arises: can we
The answer: it is possible, if n is factored into prime numbers.
depends on the fact that it takes an impractical amount of time to
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3.4 Summary
RSA developed to help ensure İnternet security. Simply put, a cryptosystem is an
algorithm that. .9a:tı .çoı1yert .input <lata intosomething

unrecognizable (encryption), and

convert the unrecoğnizable <lata back to its original form (decryption).

In a piiblic-key cryptosystem, the sender.(ehcfypts a message with a private. key.(The
sender's public key is posted (usually i:tı.ca. table), The recipient looks up the senders
public key and uses itand her/his ownipfivate.key .to unlock the message. Privatei ahd
public keys are•assôciated by a function .. fütheRSA cryptosystem, the private and public
keys are linked by/thefactorization

of prime numbers.
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growth of the Internet and .ı:.:,-'L,uumıı;:;ıı..,c;,
strong encryption. RSA encryption has helped to fill
easy to understand implementation of public key encryption while providi
has stood the test of time.

4.2 Progrnnı:Expfaııation
BelowisaJavaiapplet

(Appendix A) that allows a user to create RSA keys and

and decıypttextor numbers.

For starters-.is .itsdesigned by a fırst time Java programmer.jitsalsö ııses basic psuedo
random nuınbergerieration.

4.3 Using The Program
The interface (Appendix B) is not very explanatory, so you'll probably need to follow
these dit~cti.ons the fırst time through. The applet can be used for three tasks - key
generatiotı,/~nctyption,and

decryption.

Key
To use the RSA cipherfor public key cryptography, two sets of keys are required. There
is apublic key which consists-ofan encryption value 'e' anda modulus 'n'. There is.also a
private.ke:y made up ofd', your decryption value and the same 'n' modulus, To start, fırst
enter twcf . prime numbers into the 'p' and 'q' text fields. Or, you can click on the
"Generate p.and q" buttorı and the applet will create two prime numbers that are any size
you select greaterthan 3 bits long. Bigger numbers are, in general, more secure (512 will
create an 'n' of size.1024, which is standard) but numbers too large will take a while to
generate. So remember this: generating large primes p and q (greater than about 1024
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wn risk offreezing your browser! Okay, now
" button. It multiplies 'p*q' and will

"'"1"

value.

n," ••.. ,...

Now; to use these values to do .., ..• vuv
available to anyone that wants
value and keep the 'd' value
Encryption

With the 'n'
message"

entered, you can now type a text ınessage in the "Plain text
only encrypts nuınbers, we convert the ınessage to number
button. Yotı'll notice encryption is done with buttons on
on the right and flows
vu·vı~•HfS

on the "Encrypt'' button.

if it was converted back to text
you could not copy theın properly.
Decryption

are entered, place the encrypted nuıneric
numerical ınessage." Use the
on the "Convert to text" button.

4.3 Summary
This paper deals
how RSA.encryption

keys and their security. It also touches on
signatures and the new weaker restrictions

on encryption export to

then goes into depth on how you can

construct short RSA keys while still

security. These short RSA keys can be

used to reduce the overall storage requirements of keys fora group of users. Short RSA
keys can also be used to store publicly accessible information such as user ID's, name,
address, or any other short piece of information you wish to be made publicly available.
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orithm, a set of

Certificate Authortties
A trusted

certificate is, in facı, who he or she

to guarantee t

claims to be.
ContentDl
The physica

,.._ •••...•.,uc,,,u~,u.,,,...,

of connecting global locations together which allows
of the entire network infrastructure.

A cryptographic system tha:t lise{ fyvo keys. - a public key known to everyone and a
private or secret key known only to the recipient ofthe message. An important element to
the public key system is that the public and private keys are related in such a way that
only thepıiplı§keyJça.nipe used to encıyptmessages and only the corresponding private
impossible to deduce the

key

Decrypt
~~tferıcrypted into a secret format. Decryption
requires a secret key or passwôrd.

Digital Certifı.cate
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An attachment to an electronic message used for security purposes. The most common
use of a digital. certificate is to verify that a user sending a message is who he or she
claims to be, andto provide the receiver with the means to encode a reply.
An individuaLvırishingto send an encrypted message applies fora digital certificate.from
a CertifıcateAuthority.

Encrypt
Thertranslation. ofıdata a secret code. Encryption is the most effective way to achieve <lata
security.
plain text encrypted data is referred to as cipher text.

Unencrypted

HTTP
Short for

Hur.Attt>V1'

Web. HTTP

underlying protocol used by the World Wide

UvJ.LH\.,i.>

HTTPS
By convention, Web pages

require an SSL connection start with https: instead of

http.

Protocol (TCP) which
establishes a virtual cônı:ıectioıı between a destination and a source.

ISP
Short fofTnforiıet Service Provider. A cornpany that provides connectio11iaı:ıdisetvices on
the Intemet,istı{füiasremote dial-in access, DSL connections andWeblıöstitıgiservices.

OSI
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Short for Open ~,,<:tPm

communications

that defines a netwotk.ihg
is paşsed
proceeding to the bottom layer, over the

vuuuuv

hierarchy.

PiN
Short for Personal Identification Number, Typically PIN's are assuzıre
institutes to validate the identity ofa person during a transaction.

RSA
An publickeyenctyption technology developed by RSA Data Security, Inc. The
stands for Rivest, Shamir, and Adelman, the inventors of the technique. The
algorithm is based on the fact that there is no efficient way to factor very large
Dedııcing an RSA key, . .therefore; tequffesla:n/extraôrdirıary

amount of computer

processing pôM.retahdtime.

SSL
Short for Secure Sockets Layer, a protocol developed by Netscape for transmitting
ptivate<documents via the Intemet. SSL works by using a private key to encrypt data
that'strarı.sfetredOver theSSL connection.
SSL perforn:ısa.tlegotiation betweenthe two parties who arerexchanging information, the
negotiation . prodessinvolves understanding the key pairs, the•protocols, and the type of
data request.

TCP
Abbreviation ofTransmission Control Protocol, and pronounced as separate letters. TCP
is one oftheınain protocols in TCP/IP networks. Whereas the IP protocol deals only with
packets, TCP etlables two hosts to establish a connection and exchange streams of data.
TCP guaranteesdelivery

of data and also guarantees that packets will be delivered in the

same order in which they were sent.
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UDP

Short for User Datagram Protocol, a connectionless protocol that, like TCP, runs on top
ofIP networks.
Unlike TCP/IP, UbP/IP provides very few error recovery services, offering jnstead a
direct .way to send and receive datagram's over an IP network. It's used primarily for
broadcasting messages over a network.

Web
A system

that support specially formatted documents. The documents
(Hypertext Markup Language) that supports links to other

documents, as

audio, and video files.

conaectıons, responding to
surge protection,
server.

ın

is .neu.edu.tr The
seıverthen
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a

been developed by me to test the vario

Foffööre safety and security I allowed a üserto .create RSA keys arid erıcıyp;

pt

text or numbers.
offer new. mechanisfös •. for securing Internet transactions,
,uı,,v,•vıs:..,..,.,

such as authentication,

authorization and encryption

lôgy also o:ffers a long term potential for delivering pervasive, cost
es across the enterprise.
has become the universal standard for authenticating web sites to
web br
servers.

encrypting communications

between web browsers and web

ause SSL is highly CPU-intensive

and degrades web server

ns have deployed SSL in a limited fashion.

ssing with its .§erver accelerators, Companies can now apply
;u_tdegrading the performance of their Web sites.

ervices initiative need to make security planning an integral
part of their e

ng>from straightforward security implementations to more
ity stands ready to assist enterprises in ensuring that
ş~rvices strategies and implementations.
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APPENDIXA

public class

Label

ı,.,,.pwUL>'-'•,

Label nLabel;
TextArea nTextArea;

Label

"'"'...,.nn,..,..

Button generate _eButton;
La bel generate _e_sizeLabel;
TextField generate_e_sizeField;
Label dLabel;
TextArea dTextArea;
Label dSpacer;
Button calculate _dButton;
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Burtto

TextArea mTextArea;
Button encryptButton;
Label cryptButtonSpacer;
Button decryptButton;
TextArea cTextArea;.

biginteger class will generate a prime number. It's

,u"'·"'H" the odds of being a prime is 1-2/\;w or about one in a million

is increased the time to generate a prime goes up.

int prime. certairıty

=

20;

public void init()
{
page background

ayout(O));

pqLabel = new Label("Enter prime 'p' and 'q' values or use the button below to
generate them:");
add(pqLabel);
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//

C>vLL11ll4

, 2, 50, 1);

add(pPanel);

il setting the 'q' label and TextArea
Panel qPanel == new Panelı);
qLabel = newLabel("q :11);
qPaııel.add( qLabel);
q TextArea= newTextArea("'' ' 2 ' 50 ' I)·'
qPanel.add( qTextArea );
.

.

.

add(qPanel);

Panel generate _pqPanel = new Panel();
generate_pqButton = new Button("Generate p and q");

are of average bit size:");

il setting the 'n' label and TextArea
Panel.nTextPanel = new Panel();
nLabel

= new Label("n:");

nTextPanel.add(nLabel );
nTextArea = newTextArea(1111, 4, 50, l);
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nTextPanel.add(nTextArea);

");

newLabel("
ı::ıPanel.add(nSpacer);
add(nPanel);

il setting the 'e' label and TextArea
Panel-e'I'extl'anel = new Panelt);
eLabel = new Label("e:");
eTe:xtPanel.add( eLabel);

ePanel.add(generate _eButton );
=

new Label("which is of bit size:");

'5);

");

eSpacer
ePanel.add(eSpacer)i
add(ePanel);

il setting the 'd' label and TextArea
Panel dTextPanel = new Panel();
dLabel = new Label("d:");
dTextPanel.add( dLabel);
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= new Button("Calculate d");

dSpacer = new Label("
dPanel.add( dSpacer);
add( dPanel);

useSpacer = new Label("Enter text, numbers or encoded numbers below.

");
add(useSpacer);

plairiTextArea = new TextArea("Plain text message", 4, 54, 1 );
add(plainTextArea);

il setting the 'Convert to Number' label and TextArea
Panel convertButtonPanel = new Panelt);
co:tıvert.....to__numberButton

=

new Button("Convert to Number");

cô:tlvertl3uttôııPa:tıel.add(convert __to_numberButton );
");

cofrvertB11ttôriSpacer •c= new Label("
convertButtônPariel!add(convertButtonSpac~r);
convert_to_text:Button = new Button("Convert to Text");
convertButtonPa.nel.add(convert_to_textButton);
add( convertB uttonParıel);

mTextArea = newTextArea("Numerical
add(fuTextArea);

il setting the 'Enerypt' label and TextArea
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message", 4, 54, 1 );

il setting the 'decrypt' label and TextArea
decryptButton = new Button("Decrypt") ;
cryptButtonPanel.add( decryptButton );
add( cryptButtonPanel);

cText.A:rea= new TextArea("Encoded numerical message", 4, 54, 1 );
add( cTextArea);

IIEnd o:fBuilding the GUI
il Relating ActionListeners to the Buttons

generate _pqButton.addActionListener(

this );

calculate_01Button.addActionListener( this );
gerierate_ıeBtıttomaddActionListener( this );
calculate_dButton.addActionListener(

this);

convert_fo_numberButtorı.addActionListener(this);
convert_to_textButton.addActionListener(this);
encryptB uttomaddActionListener( this );
decryptButton.addActionListener(

this );

}
public void.actionPerformed(ActionEvent

event) {

IMtlıe ''geherate pq" button is pushed then get the desired size of p and q
11 then let the Biglnteger class generate the prime.
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il The size of p and q

il is offset

SO

that we can

0-l1<11"<11'lt~>P

ULU~

iJ CUHJ

il to each other. This make guessing
il square root of n more diffıcult.
if'(event.getSourceO == generate__pqButton) {
int pq_size = new Integer(generate_pq_sizeField.getText
if (pq_size >= 4) {
qTextArea,setText(new Biglnteger(pq_size + 1, prime_Ce
new Random()).toStringO);
pTextArea.setText(new Biglnteger(pq_size - 1, prime_certainty,
new Random()).toStringO);
}
else {

");

}
IISend the <lata from p and q to the calculate n function

else if (event.getSource() == calculate _nButton) {
nTextArea. setT ext(calculate _n(new Biglnteger(p TextArea. getT extı)),
new Biglnteger( qTextArea. getT extü))
.toString());
}

IISend the <lata frôm p, q and the size of e to the generate _e function
else if (event.getSource() == generate_eButton)

{

e'I'extArea. setT ext(generate _e(new Biginteger(pTextAreıi.ğ~t'I'ex:t:()),
newBiglnteger(qTextArea.getTextO),
new Integer(generate _e_sizeField.getText()).iııtValueO)
.toString());
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}

//Send data from p, q and e to the calculate_d function

else if(event.getSource() == calculate_dButton)

{

dTextArea.setT ext(

new
new
. toString());
}
//This converts the plain text string into a number by reading the string in,
//converting to bytes (ascii), then converting these bytes into a Biginteger.
//The opposite happens in the next.function.

else if(event.getSource()

convert_to_numberButton)

{

Biginteger(plainTextArea.getTextQ.getBytesQ).toStringQ);
}

else if(event.getSource()

==

convert_to_textButton)

plainTextArea.setText(new

{

String(new

Biginteger(mTextArea.getTextO).toByteArray()));
}
//Send the <lata to be encrypted and decrypted.

else if (event.getSource() == encryptButton) {
cTextArea. setT ext( encrypt( new B iginteger(m TextArea.getText()),
new B iginteger( eTextArea.getText());
new Biginteger(n TextArea. getT ext()))
.toString());
}
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.toStringÜ);
}
}
IITo generateefirstphi(pq) (which is equal to phi(n)) is caföulated,

il This is equal to (p-l)*(q-1). Then the loop searches for psudo-randöiüly
il generated e ofa specified size until one is found that is relatively
11 prime to phi(pq) (gdc( e.phi _pq)

=

1 ).

IIThe last line is to ensure it does not go into a infınite loop

il ifa e cannorbe found for that bit size.
bitsize) {

e = new Biglnteger("O");

il q - 1

phi_pq = q.subtract(new Biglnteger("l "));
phi_pq = phi_pq.multiply(p.subtract(new

Biglnteger("l ")));il (p -l)*(q-1)

int i = O;

il Generate e Ratıdomly

do {
e = (new Biglntegerfbitsize, O, new Random())).setBit(O);
i=i+l;
} while(i<l 00 && (e.gcd(phi _pq).compareTo(new Biginteget(''l''))

il To break the infinite loop
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!==O));

return e;
}

Biglnteger d, phi__pq;

phi_:_pq == q.subtracunew Biglnteger("l "));
phi_pq = phi__pq.ınultiply(p.subtract(new Biginteger("l ")));/l{p-1

d = e.modlnverse(phi_pq);

il ei''(-1) mod{p-1} {q-1}

return d;
}
1/Returns n=prq

{

}

uc;\.,au,,c;

the user is allowed to choose
must be less than n.
and that is the

il

This ensures

il the

than n. I use a

il mask to take one chunk of message ata time. Then the chunk is
il encrypted and placed in the result c. During the next iteration
il the message is shifted right and the result is shifted left and combined
11 with c. The encrypted chunk must be the same bit size as n so that no
il data is lost.
il Encryption is done using the modPow function provide by the Bigint class.
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Biginteger

{

C

Biginteger("2")).pow(n.bitLength()-1).s
Biglnteger("l ")); // [ 2/\(length(n)-1)]

- 1

while (m.compareTo(bitmask) == 1) {
c = m.and(bitmask).modPow(e,n).shiftLeft(i*n.bitLength()).or(c);
m = m.shiftRight(n. bitLength()-1 );

i = i+ı ·

'

}
c = m.modPow( e,n).shiftLeft(i*n. bitLengthO).or(c );
retum c;

}
now the <lata is read in
if correct, will be one bit
// less than the size of n (because that was the original chuck size).

tlıı~1:egı~r uecrvnursraınteaeı c, Biglnteger d, Biginteger n) {

int

Biglnteger("l "));
while (c.compareTo(bitmask) == 1) {
m = c.and(bitmask).modPow( d,n).shiftLeft(i*(n. bitLength0-1 )).or(m);
c = c.shiftRight(n.bitLengthQ);
i = i+l ·
'
}
m = c.modPow(d,n ). shiftLeft(i*(n. bitLength()-1) ). or(m );
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return m;
}

}
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or

p:

q:

which ara of average .bit size:

n:

e:
which is of bit size:

d:
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Encôded humerical rrıessage
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